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Abstract
With technological advancement in embedded system design, powerful cameras have been em-
bedded within smart phones, and wireless cameras can be easily deployed at street corners, traffic
lights, big stadiums, train stations, etc. Besides, the growth of online media, surveillance, and mo-
bile cameras have resulted in an explosion of videos being uploaded to social media sites such as
Facebook and YouTube. The availability of such a vast volume of videos has attracted the com-
puter vision community to conduct much research on human activity recognition since people are
arguably the most interesting subjects of such videos. Automatic human activity recognition al-
lows engineers and computer scientists to design smarter surveillance systems, semantically aware
video indexes and also more natural human-computer interfaces. Despite the explosion of video
data, the ability to automatically recognize and understand human activities is still rather limited.
This is primarily due to multiple challenges inherent to the recognition task, namely large vari-
ability in human execution styles, the complexity of the visual stimuli in terms of camera motion,
background clutter, viewpoint changes, etc., and the number of activities that can be recognized. In
addition, the ability to predict future actions of objects based on past observed video frames is very
useful. Therefore, in this thesis, we explore four designs to solve the problems we discussed earlier,
namely (1) A semantics-based deep learning model, namely SBGAR, is proposed to do group
activity recognition. This model achieves higher accuracy and efficiency than existing group ac-
tivity recognition methods. (2) Despite its high accuracy, SBGAR has some limitations, namely
(i) it requires a large dataset with caption information, (ii) activity recognition model is indepen-
dent of the caption generation model and hence SBGAR may not perform well in some cases. To
remove such limitations, we design ReHAR, a robust and efficient human activity recognition
scheme. ReHAR can be used to recognize both single person activities and group activities. (3)
1
In many application scenarios, merely knowing what the moving agents are doing is not sufficient.
It also requires predictions of future trajectories of moving agents. Thus, we propose GRIP, a
graph-based interaction-aware motion intent prediction scheme. The scheme uses a graph to
represent the relationships between two objects, e.g., human joints or traffic agents, and predict the
motion intents of all observed objects simultaneously. (4) Action recognition and trajectory predic-
tion schemes are typically deployed in resource-constrained devices. Thus, any technique that can
accelerate the computation speed of our schemes is important. Hence, we propose a novel deep
learning model decomposition method called DAC that is capable of factorizing an ordinary
convolutional layer into two layers with much fewer parameters. DAC computes the correspond-
ing weights for the newly generated layers directly from the weights of the original convolutional
layer. Thus, no training (or fine-tuning) or any data is needed.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent technology advancements have made high-quality and affordable cameras available in many
gadgets, e.g., smart-phones, wireless cameras, autonomous vehicles, that humans own these days.
Analyzing images/videos captured by these cameras impacts our daily lives. For example, smart-
phones have been using face recognition algorithms [118, 20, 16, 75, 140, 122] to analyze frames
captured by front-cameras (RGB or infrared camera) to recognize users, that improves the security
and usability of smart-phones. Smart surveillance video systems which can detect and identify
suspects [42, 102, 32] help law enforcement personnel maintain a safer living environment. Hand
gesture recognition algorithms [45, 131, 117, 188] provide a brand new way for human-computer
interaction interfaces to be designed.
Apart from these examples, automatically recognizing (or predicting) human activities in videos
also attracts the interests of researchers due to its broad application scenarios, such as healthcare
systems [13, 70, 105], video search engines [83, 25, 29], sports analysis systems [189, 150, 64,
129, 143], surveillance video systems [5, 94, 95, 160, 84, 126], self-driving cars [152, 103, 96,
38, 156, 170], and so on. Human activity recognition (prediction) algorithms help an intelligent
system gets a better understanding of the contents of a video. By monitoring and analyzing the
behaviors of elderly or patients, a healthcare system is able to quickly notify medical doctors once
it detects harmful behaviors, e.g., a fall, so that the elderly or patients can get timely treatment.
Using human activity recognition, video search engines can search content similar (activity simi-
lar) videos, and sports analysis system can quickly locate and highlight several exciting short video
3
clips from a long video to help users save time by avoiding watching entire long videos. Self-
driving cars equipped with human activity recognition and prediction schemes can liberate drivers
from steering wheels so that they can do more meaningful things, e.g., read business news. Most
of the computer vision related systems require high accuracy, e.g., the face authentication system
for unlocking smartphones, self driving cars and healthcare systems that analyze patients’ gaits to
diagnose Parkinson diseases.
Other than accuracy, most of these computer vision related systems also require highly efficient
computer vision algorithms. Even though more and more deep learning models have been deployed
on mobile devices, some of such models require the phones to be connected to the internet since
the deployed models are partly run on mobile devices and partly in the cloud due to the resource
constraints of mobile devices. Human activity recognition and motion intent prediction models are
great examples that are known to suffer from slow computation time. Users of intelligent computer
vision applications can benefit from having efficient algorithms running in real-time on resource
constrained devices. Similarly, self-driving cars only have limited computing resources and hence
need efficient object detection and trajectory prediction algorithms.
In this thesis, we set out to address some of the design challenges in designing human activity
recognition and motion prediction algorithms that are often used in smart computer vision systems.
Our specific goals are to explore more efficient algorithms with high accuracy that can be deployed
on resource-constrained devices. Specifically, we design two novel human activity recognition
schemes that can recognize activity classes from videos, an efficient motion prediction method that
is useful for human action prediction or motion planning in self-driving cars. Last but not least, we
also propose a novel scheme to accelerate deep learning based models. For the remaining of this
chapter, we will discuss the challenges of each task (human activity recognition, activity prediction
and model accelaration) and review recent approaches for these tasks and their limitations.
1.1 Human Activity Recognition
A human activity recognition system takes a video clip (a sequence of video frames) as its input
and classifies this video clip into an activity class label among several potential classes. Compared
to generic AI tasks, e.g., object recognition from images [145, 146, 153, 62, 63], human activity
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recognition is more challenging due to the complexity of human actions and the following factors:
• Variation of videos: Similar to images, different videos in a dataset may have varying light-
ing conditions, varying sizes and shapes of objects, partial or complete occlusion, cluttered
background, crowded scenes, different viewpoints of the camera, etc.. Furthermore, consid-
ering a video consists of dozens of frames, continuous frames from the same video may also
have changing lighting, moving viewpoint, varying sizes and shapes of objects, growing oc-
clusions, shaking frames due to the motions of the cameras, and so on. Thus, it is extremely
challenging to design a robust human activity recognition system that can perform well under
all of these conditions.
• Feature Representation: Feature representation is always the key to the success of a ma-
chine learning model. Good feature representation is robust to the variations of data, highly
discriminative for for various activity classes, and can generalize to different datasets. It is
not easy to extract good feature representations from videos due to their high resolution and
durations as well as the presence of noise due to environment factors and different video
compression schemes. In addition, extracted features for human activity recognition should
include spatial and temporal information simultaneously. The spatial information indicates
the environment where the current activity happens and the apperance information of other
objects, while the temporal information involves the motion clues of objects and any changes
in the background. Moreover, designing a model that can extract features from video clips
that can be used for recognizing both single-person activities and group activities is difficult,
considering these two tasks require different levels of features. Group activity recognition
requires higher-level semantic features than single-person activity recognition, e.g., how dif-
ferent persons interact with one another in a group activity.
• Efficiency/Accuracy Tradeoff: Processing high dimensional data, e.g., videos, usually re-
quires more computing resources and longer processing time. As we mentioned above, good
feature representation determines the recognition accuracy of a recognition system. Fur-
thermore, a good feature extractor that can extract relevant spatial and temporal features
simultaneously is often complex and runs slowly. If we seek a fast human activity recog-
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nition system, it usually means that we cannot use complex structures for feature extractor
and recognizer, which may result in accuracy degradation. Thus, it is challenging to design
a model that runs fast while maintaining high recognition accuracy.
Related Work. In the past several years, many human activity recognition solutions have been
proposed. Based on the type of extracted features, we can group these solutions into the following
categories.
(1). Traditional Manually-designed Features: A few years ago, researchers manually de-
signed features for human activity recognition. For example, Burkert et al. [11] fuse color and
shape features, authors in papers [109, 142, 28] extract motion flow features, foreground extraction
and region detection are used in [50, 17, 171], keypoint descriptor features, e.g., SIFT (Scale-
invariant Feature Transform) and HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients), are employed in papers
[187, 73, 30, 51]. Based on common experience, a model that only uses traditional manually-
designed features runs fast. However, they are not robust to the variations of videos, and it is
impossible for researchers to pre-design suitable features that can handle all possible environmen-
tal changes after they are deployed.
(2). Learnable Features: Recently, deep learning provides a way for researchers to automat-
ically learn suitable features from some training samples. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
models are proposed to learn frame-to-frame representation [6, 74, 8] and achieve much higher
accuracy than only using traditional features. However, these CNN models merely learn an overall
feature for the entire video without considering temporally-specific information. Then, Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) models are applied in [37, 64, 128] to fix the problem. Usually, researchers
first use a CNN model to extract spatial visual features from each video frame and then feed these
features to an RNN model to make a recognition. Such a structure gets better results than prior
work. However, some researchers argue that CNN+RNN structure does not consider enough mo-
tion information. Thus, C3D model [71], I3D model [169], and 2+1D structure [158] are proposed
for learning a spatio-temporal feature for human activity recognition. These models are trained to
extract spatial and temporal features by either using 3D convolutional operations that collect spatial
and temporal information simultaneously or alternately using 2D (on spatial) and 1D (on tempo-
ral) operations. Even though they achieve higher accuracy, they require a large amount of training
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data and much longer training time. Thus, typically such solutions are not suitable for lower end
products e.g. internet of things. Neither are such solutions feasible for academic researchers that
do not have access to a large number of fast GPUs.
(3). Multi-stream Feature: Most of the models we discussed just now use a single feed-
forward structure (single branch) to recognize human activities. Some other models consist of
two or more streams (or branches) for better feature learning. In [144], Simonyan et al. first
propose to use two-stream CNN networks structure for recognizing human actions in videos. Their
model consists of two CNN models, namely Spatial stream ConvNet and Temporal stream ConvNet
respectively, that share the same structure (five convolutional layers and two fully connected layers)
but are trained for different weights. The Spatial stream ConvNet chooses one frame from the
input sequence to extract spatial features, considering that some actions are strongly associated
with particular objects and environment. The Temporal stream ConvNet takes multi-frame optical
flow images (manually calculated using two continuous frames) as input to extract motion features.
Then, the authors in papers [44], [164], and [14] improve the performance of this structure by either
proposing a better feature fusion strategy or adding 3D convolutional operations at intermediate
layers. Zhu et al. [190] apply a MotionNet to replace manually calculated optical flow image.
Thus the entire model is trainable end-to-end, and the trained motion features are more specific and
useful for those activities that appear in training data. After that, Han et al. [56] and Chen et al. [18]
employ deeper and more complex networks to extract more robust features. These methods usually
take manually trimmed video clips as input, which is not practical in real application scenarios.
Some researchers use a fixed sliding window to crop clips, instead of manually trimming, from a
video before feeding them into these methods. However, such a way has a high possibility to feed
an unexpected activity, e.g., unseen background, into a model. Thus, the model will perform worse
under such a situation.
1.2 Motion Intent Prediction
Motion intent prediction is an important function in many application scenarios, e.g., smart surveil-
lance video system or self-driving cars. The system predicts objects’ locations in the near future by
observing their history trajectories. There are two big challenges when designing such a system.
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• Efficiency: The prediction process should be faster than the activity itself. If the prediction
process cannot finish before the activity finishes, then there is no need to use the system. Es-
pecially in the self-driving application scenario, the human motion intent prediction scheme
will be run on an embedded system (with limited power and computation resources), compu-
tation efficiency is extremely important. Besides, the motion intent prediction scheme most
likely needs to be applied to process videos that consist of multiple pedestrians, vehicles, or
other objects, which means the schemes should predict motion intents for all of these objects
simultaneously as fast as possible.
• Accuracy: The motion intent prediction scheme is designed for a system to respond before
an activity happens. However, if a scheme makes a wrong prediction, then the system cannot
respond correctly, which may result in a worse result than without using such a prediction
scheme. Thus, high accuracy is required.
Related Work. Based on different types of inputs and outputs, we divide the motion prediction
task into two categories. (1). Future-frame prediction. Some work [106, 107, 114, 119, 123, 138,
149, 173, 98] has been done to predict future frames. These solutions take previous one or multiple
frames as input and generate frames in the future using some generative models, e.g., Generative
adversarial network (GAN). Their purposes are merely focusing on predicting realistic pixel values
in future frames. If we want to apply such solutions in self-driving cars or smart surveillance video
systems, we still need other object detection and tracking schemes to understand the generated
future frames. This pipeline cannot meet the efficiency requirement of our application scenarios.
Thus, in this thesis, we are not going to discuss this direction (future-frame prediction) further. (2).
Location coordinates prediction. Location coordinates prediction is based on the understanding of
the current environment. For example, for human motion prediction, we assume the key-points,
e.g., joints, of a human body have been detected and located, and the model is going to predict
poses in the future; for traffic-agent intent prediction, the location coordinates of each object are
expected to be collected, and the model will predict their future locations. Next, we will discuss
existing schemes for human motion prediction and traffic-agent intent prediction separately.
For human motion prediction, Martinez et al. [113] propose a seq2seq recurrent neural network
(RNN) model with a residual connection between the input and the output of each RNN cell. Such
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a model can predict future motion for multiple actions, while its previous works only focused
on building action-specific models. Then, in [21], Chiu et al. propose a new action-agnostic
method for short and long-term human pose forecasting by modeling the hierarchical and multi-
scale characteristics of the human dynamics. The biggest contribution of this paper [21] is that they
model human dynamics in visual scenes by encoding the temporal dependencies of different time-
scales in a hierarchical interconnected sequence of RNN cells. Besides, Pavllo et al. [124] propose
a QuaterNet to represents rotations of each joint with quaternions, and its loss function performs
forward kinematics on a skeleton to penalize absolute position errors instead of angle errors. With
such an approach, they achieved better experimental results than existing works. Although all of
these schemes perform better than existing solutions, they ignore the impacts of connected joints,
which results in them suffering from missing structural information of human bodies. We argue
that considering the structural information can achieve a better prediction result. The reason is that
the motion of a joint is never independent, and it is impacted by other related joints. Thus, a model
will make a wrong prediction, especially when making a long-term prediction, if it only considers
one particular joint while ignoring the motion of other associated joints.
Motion prediction is also useful in other scenarios. For example, in self-driving vehicles, the
vehicle needs to predict the movements of nearby objects in the near future, so that the system can
proactively react toward these intents for safety purposes. As discussed in [54], most of the existing
work on mobile agent motion prediction is either Markovian maneuver intention estimation-based
[92] or prototype-trajectory based. Some researchers [155, 61, 137, 159, 136] proposed to predict
future locations by recognizing maneuver (change lanes, brake, or keep going, etc.). However,
these methods fail to predict the intents of objects accurately when they recognize the type of
maneuver wrongly. The prototype-trajectories based approaches [91, 130, 46] are more robust to
measurement noise when compared to the maneuver intention estimation-based approaches. How-
ever, the prototype-trajectory based approaches are typically computationally expensive and hence
may be slow in detecting changes in pedestrian (or other objects) intent and are not suitable for
self-driving scenarios. To enjoy the benefits of both, the authors in [19] use a combination of the
two to develop a dictionary learning algorithm called augmented semi non-negative sparse coding
(ASNSC). However, ASNSC predicts the intents only based on the spatial features while ignoring
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the environmental context that may influence an object’s intent. To handle this problem, Luo et
al. proposed a convolutional network for fast object detection, tracking, and motion forecasting in
[110]. Their model takes a series of bird’s eye view LiDAR data as input and processes 3D convo-
lutions across space and time, and then predicts the bounding box over the current frame as well as
several frames in the future. They argue that such a structure is able to forecast motion because the
model takes multiple frames as input and can learn velocity and acceleration features. However,
the forecasting branch simply takes the 3D convolutional feature map as an input, so visual features
of all objects are represented in the same feature map. In this case, the model will lose track of
objects and hence cannot perform well in a scene that consists of crowded objects. Deo et al. [35]
use convolutional social pooling layers to capture the interdependencies of the motion of all cars
in the scene. Such a model indeed improves the accuracy of future motion prediction, because it
has access to the motion states of surrounding objects and their spatial relationships. Although all
of these models take the trajectory histories of all objects in the scene as their inputs, they merely
predict the trajectory of one specific car (the one in the middle position) each time. Hence, these
existing approaches require intensive computation power if they want to predict trajectories of all
surrounding objects, which is highly inefficient, especially for autonomous driving cars scenarios.
1.3 Deep Learning Model Acceleration
Deep Learning Model acceleration aims to design a brand new structure or speed up a pre-trained
model so that we can run complex deep learning models on resource-constrained devices in real-
time while maintaining high accuracy. Designing such an acceleration solution, one will face the
following challenges:
• Tradeoff between Compress Ratio and Accuracy Drop: Algorithm acceleration is known
as a technique at the expense of accuracy. This statement also holds for accelerating a deep
learning model. It basically means using fewer parameters when it comes to deep learning
model acceleration. On the one hand, if we are designing a brand new structure with fewer
parameters, it is highly possible that we cannot train such a model to achieve a satisfying
accuracy. The reason is that a model with fewer parameters has an inadequate capability to
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fit training data. On the other hand, if we are trying to speed up a pre-trained model, using
fewer parameters definitely cannot reconstruct pre-learned functions, which will also cause
accuracy drops. Thus, it is difficult to maintain high accuracy while accelerating a deep
learning model.
• Hardware Friendly: When speeding up deep learning models, we want to run models on
physical devices with a faster speed instead of only reduce the number of parameters. In a
deep learning model, different structures have different running speed. For example, com-
pared to a single feed-forward model, a model with skip connection or tensor reshape op-
erations is usually slower. Even the kernel size of each layer matters a lot as discussed in
[174]. Additionally, many factors of the running environment impact the speed, e.g., com-
puting unit, memory size, operating system, basic function implementation, etc.. Thus, it is
challenging to make sure an accelerated deep learning model is hardware-friendly.
Related Work. Many techniques to reduce the size of neural network models, e.g., model
quantization of neural network models using fewer bits, have been proposed to facilitate their
implementations on mobile chips [177, 175, 176, 172]. However, limited by current hardware
structure and the tolerance for model accuracy drop, most of these quantization methods for real
applications only focus on the 8-bit format. To further accelerate neural network models, it is
more important to reduce computation complexity directly from the network architectures. Some
research [62, 135, 184, 108, 94, 95] has been done to simplify these models before running them
on mobile/IoT devices. Such research can be roughly categorized into two classes:
(1). Designing new light-weight network architectures: MobileNet proposed by Howard et
al. in [62, 135] is an excellent example. The model is based on a streamlined architecture that
uses depthwise separable convolutions to build a light weight deep neural network. The model
achieves good accuracy and runs fast on mobile devices. Similar with MobileNet, ShuffleNet
[184, 111] is another type of light weight network architecture, based on depthwise separable
layers for acceleration. However, these models require powerful servers and massive data to tune
the weights. This is not a friendly solution to those who cannot access such resources.
(2). Modifying an existing model to a slim version: Another solution is to produce a slimmer
version of an existing model. Unfortunately, the training data in some cases is exclusively available
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to the original designer of a model, which prevents other researchers from re-training the model
after modification. Besides, it is costly and time-consuming to train a model from scratch. Thus,
compared to designing new models and training them from scratch, accelerating an existing model
based on its pretrained weights is a better solution. Network pruning and parameter decomposition
are two common methods for this purpose. Network pruning is a practical tool for speeding up
existing deep neural networks [116]. He et al. propose a channel pruning method [57] that utilizes
LASSO regression to prune the number of the input channels in each convolutional layer. Even
though such network pruning scheme simplifies models, it still has some weaknesses. Network
pruning is based on the statistical results of a set of samples. Thus, (a) it still requires data to dis-
cover which channel to prune, and (b) the accuracy of the model drops after pruning because the
statistical results are not suitable for all data during testing. Parameter decomposition is another
way to simplify an existing model. It is a layer-wise operation that decomposes a layer into one or
multiple smaller layers, either having smaller kernel sizes or fewer channels. Although there will
be more layers after being decomposed, the total number of weights and the computational com-
plexity will be reduced. For example, spatial decomposition [68], channel decomposition [185],
CP decomposition [89], and Tucker decomposition [76], etc.. The decomposition methods only
use the pre-trained weights of a layer, with the fact that most neural network models have much
redundant parameters and can be largely simplified with low rank constraints.
1.4 Important Building Blocks
Before describing the details of our proposed schemes, we give a brief introduction to some build-
ing blocks. We mentioned these methods several times in earlier discussion and will discuss how
we utilize these building blocks in our proposed solutions in subsequent chapters.
1. Optical Flow: Optical Flow was first proposed by Horn et al. [59]. It is used to describe how
each point in the scene moves from a frame to the next. Many improvements have been introduced
[10, 166]. Recently, machine learning methods [133, 93, 48, 66] have been used to estimate optical
flow by taking two images as their inputs. Among all of these solutions, FlowNet 2.0 [66] achieved
the most impressive results by using a stacked structure and fusion network.
2. Image Feature Extraction Via CNN: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [90] is a type
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of feed-forward artificial neural network. It has been widely used in solving different types of
tough tasks, e.g. natural language processing [9], image recognition [88], etc.
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SCIENCE For Jukebox Recognition
1. Pick	a	question
2. Get	some	data
3. Pick	a	model
4. Train	your	model
5. Test	your	model	
6. *&@*(#&$@&?	for	hours
7. ProfitFigure 1.1: A shallow architecture example of a CNN. (Sourcei)
As shown in Figure 1.1, a CNN usually consists of several convolutional operation layers, ac-
tivation layers, and pooling layers. Each convolutional layer consists of a set of learnable filters.
The filter slides across the input and computes dot product between the filter and the correspond-
ing values of the input. Activation layers, e.g., ReLU, Sigmoid, Tanh, etc., are used to provide
non-linearity to a CNN. The function of pooling layers is to reduce the number of parameters by
reducing the spatial size of the representation progressively (the spatial size of the output is smaller
and smaller as the depth of the CNN model goes deeper). Researchers usually use the output of the
layer before fully connected layer (hidden layers or flatten layer in Figure 1.1) as an extracted CNN
feature representation of the current input image. It has been proved that the CNN features contain
more representative information of an image than other manually designed feature, e.g. SIFT, by
Fischer et al. [47]. Furthermore, Donahue et al. [37] used CNN as a feature extractor to recognize
human activities from videos, which showed that CNNs could extract useful information related to
activities.
3. Long Short Term Memory: A Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model is a particular
type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that was first proposed by Hochreiter et al. [58]. Be-
cause of its more powerful update equations and appealing back-propagation dynamics, the LSTM
Network works slightly better than the traditional RNN model in practice.
iwww.mathworks.com/videos/introduction-to-deep-learning-what-are-convolutional-neural-networks–
1489512765771.html
iihttps://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Figure 1.2: A simple structure of LSTM. (Sourceii)
Figure 1.2 shows a simple example of LSTM. All recurrent neural networks, including LSTM
models, have the form of a chain of repeating modules of neural network (Figure 1.2 shows the
module is repeated three times). An LSTM model takes corresponding input data at each time
step. The key to LSTMs is the cell state (the horizontal line running through the top of Figure 1.2)
that passes through the entire chain. Four gates (yellow boxes in Figure 1.2) provide the ability of
an LSTM to add or remove information to the cell state according to the previous cell state and
the current input. Thus, an LSTM model can extract useful features from every single step and
maintain these features through the entire model. Using an LSTM model, Donahue et al. [37]
proposed a scheme that yielded a good performance in the tasks of activity recognition, image
description, and video description. Moreover, a Neural Image Caption model based on LSTM
was proposed by Vinyals et al. [162] to automatically describe the content of an image. Zhang
et al. [179] use an LSTM model to count vehicles in city cameras. All of these works prove that
the LSTM Network has the capability to extract useful information from its inputs and generate
distinguishing representations.
1.5 Contributions and Organization
In this dissertation, to fix the issues/limitations we discussed before, we make the following con-
tributions in the field of human activity recognition, human motion intent prediction, and deep
learning model acceleration.
• First, in Chapter 2, we propose a novel solution, namely SBGAR, for group activity recog-
nition. It can be used to recognize single-person activity and group activity. The proposed
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scheme is semantics-based. Specifically, we analyze the videos to generate descriptions de-
scribing the video frames, and then recognize the activities based on the semantic meaning
of these descriptions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that uses seman-
tics to recognize human activities in videos. The experimental results show that our solution
yields significantly better performance compared to the state-of-the-art approaches using two
well-known datasets.
• Then, in Chapter 3, we enhance our SBGAR framework to a much faster model, namely Re-
HAR, by replacing the semantic representation with an intermediate probability distribution
representation. The whole model is trained end-to-end to allow meaningful representations
to be generated for the final activity recognition. In addition, ReHAR works better than
SBGAR because ReHAR does not require a large dataset with semantic annotations of indi-
vidual person’s activity. Extensive evaluation using two popular activity datasets show that
our scheme achieves higher accuracy and runs an order of magnitude faster than existing
schemes. We also explore the visual explanation for our model to understand what it has
learned.
• In Chapter 4, we propose a graph-based interaction-aware motion intent prediction scheme,
called GRIP. GRIP uses a graph to represent the interactions of close objects, applies several
graph convolutional blocks to extract features, and subsequently uses an encoder-decoder
LSTM to make predictions. The experimental results on two well-known public datasets
show that our proposed model improves the prediction accuracy of the state-of-the-art solu-
tion by 30%. The prediction error of GRIP is one meter shorter than existing schemes. Such
an improvement can help autonomous driving cars avoid many traffic accidents. In addition,
the proposed GRIP runs 5x faster than the state-of-the-art schemes.
• To further speed up the computation time, we propose a novel deep learning model decompo-
sition solution in Chapter 5. The proposed solution replaces standard convolutional layers in
a pre-trained model with separable layers to significantly reduce the number of floating-point
operations (FLOPs). The decomposed model maintains high accuracy without using any
data and training (fine-tuning) process. The experimental results on three computer vision
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application scenarios show that DAC maintains high accuracies even when a vast amount of
FLOPs is trimmed.
• Finally, we conclude this dissertation and discuss future works in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
SBGAR: Semantics Based Group
Activity Recognition
Designing a system that can recognize single-person activities and group activities is a challenging
and important task. Most existing solutions [8, 44, 164, 14, 190] are proposed for single-person
activity recognition. These solutions will perform worse in recognizing group activity since group
activity recognition requires higher-level semantic features than single-person activity recognition.
This weakness limits their widespread use, considering that group activities are more common than
single-person events in real life.
Recently, some research has been done to recognize group activities from videos. Lan et al.
[85] and Ramanathan et al. [127] used hand-crafted features in structured models to represent
information between individuals in space and time domains. They, however, merely use shallow
hand crated features and typically adopt a linear model that suffers from representation limitation.
Lan et al. [87] believe that the contextual information of what other people in the scene are do-
ing provides a useful clue for understanding high-level activities. Thus, they present a solution to
recognize group activities by exploring group-person interaction and person-person interaction in-
formation. Based on the similar intuition that a strong correlation exists between a person’s action
and the actions of other nearby people, Choi et al. [23] exploit the spatial distribution of pedes-
trians in the scene as well as their pose and motion to achieve a robust action classification result.
Next, they present a solution in [22] for simultaneously tracking multiple people and estimating
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their collective activities. They introduce a hierarchy of activity types which correlates a specific
person’s action to the activity of the group. In addition, Ibrahim et al. [64] propose a hierarchical
deep temporal model to infer group activities. Given a set of detected and tracked people, they run
temporal deep networks (LSTMs) to analyze each individual person. They then aggregated these
LSTMs over individual persons into a higher level deep temporal model. This allows the deep
model to learn the relations between the people that contribute to recognizing a particular group
activity.
Although these approaches achieve good performance in the task of group activities recog-
nition, they are tracking-based methods. The biggest weakness of such approaches is their high
computation time. These approaches have to first identify each individual person in video frames,
track his/her individual activities, and then later infer the relationships of all people’s activities
before they can predict the group activity label and thus incur much computation.
To solve such weaknesses, instead of using time-consuming object detection and tracking mod-
els, we propose to represent global visual features extracted from input video frames as semantic
descriptions, and then classify the group activity labels only based on these semantic descriptions.
In Section 2.1, we describe our proposed group activity recognition scheme and implementation
details. Our proposed solution [94] can be used for single-person activity recognition as well as
group activity recognition. The experimental results reported in Section 2.2 show that our scheme
yields much better performance and runs faster than the state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 2.3.
2.1 Proposed Scheme
Here, we present a novel model for recognizing group activities in videos. The intuition of our
scheme is that people can easily infer an activity from a sequence of sentences. For example, given
the following three sentences describing a volleyball game:
• Sentence 1: “There is a player jumping on the right side, while others are standing.”
• Sentence 2: “There is one player spiking on the right side and three players blocking on the
left side, while others are standing.”
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• Sentence 3: “All players are standing."
a person can easily infer that the right team is performing an offensive action (spiking) while the
left team is playing a defensive action (blocking). Thus, we design a model which generates a
caption for each frame in a video and then predicts the activity based on a sequence of generated
captions. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of our scheme which consists of three steps: input
preprocessing, caption generation, and activity prediction.
Preprocess Activity	Prediction	ModelCaption	Generation	Model
t + 1
“Right Set”
Video Frame
RGB
Optical Flow Image
t - 1 CNN1
LSTM1 Caption	
CNN2
CNN3 LSTM2
t CNN1
LSTM1 Caption
CNN2
CNN3 LSTM2
CNN1
LSTM1 Caption
CNN2
CNN3 LSTM2
Figure 2.1: The architecture of the proposed Scheme. Caption Generation Model generates a
caption to describe the corresponding frame. Activity Prediction Model is used to predict the group
activity based on generated captions of a continuous sequence of frames. Symbol ⊗ indicates the
operation of computing the dense optical flow image using two continuous frames, while symbol⊕
indicates the operation of concatenating two CNN feature vectors into one single vector. In order
to simplify the figure, the details of models are not shown here. Please refer to Figure 2.2 for more
details of the Caption Generation Model, and Figure 2.3 for the Activity Prediction Model.
2.1.1 Preprocessing
We believe that both the scene features extracted from the original frames, and the movement fea-
tures extracted using dense optical flow method [43] contribute towards group activity recognition.
The original video frames contain more information about the environment, e.g., indoor or out-
door, while the derived optical flow images provide motion information. Thus, we use both types
of features.
During preprocessing, we generate an optical flow image for every single video frame (except
the first frame in a video). Given a video frame (frame t) as well as its previous one (frame (t−1)),
we compute the displacement (direction and distance) of each pixel point in the frame. Then,
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in HSV color space, we set the direction and distance corresponding to the Hue and value plane
correspondingly, and set the saturation value to be a constant value, e.g. 255. The generated optical
flow images are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
2.1.2 Caption Generation Model
After preprocessing, at time t, we have an original video frame and its corresponding dense optical
flow image. We extract CNN features from both original frames (CNN2 in Figure 2.1) and optical
flow images (CNN1 in Figure 2.1). Then, we concatenate CNN1 and CNN2 into a single vector.
Next, we build a Language Model using the LSTM model. There are two reasons why a LSTM
model is used here: (1). A LSTM model can generate good captions using the CNN feature vector
as its input [162]. (2). A LSTM model also helps us handle some scenarios in which we need to
split the scene into different groups, e.g., a left and a right team in a volleyball game. Figure 2.2
shows the details of our model for caption generation.
During the training process: The inputs of the Caption Generation Model consist of (i) con-
catenated CNN Features, (ii) Input Captions, and (iii) Target Captions (Ground Truth). In this
thesis, we encode each word of the Input Caption into a vector using One-Hot encoding. Consid-
ering One-Hot code is a high dimensional sparse feature which costs large storage and inefficient
computation, we employ the word2vec model [115] to convert the One-Hot code into a continuous
vector with a much lower dimension. We then feed the CNN Feature as well as the word2vec
vector into an LSTM model (LSTM1) to generate the probability distribution of the next word in
the sequence. Finally, the probability distribution will be compared to the Target Caption (Ground
Truth) to tune the parameters of the model such that the predicted probability of the correct next
word is higher than others.
Figure 2.2 shows the process when our model is fed the CNN Feature and the Input Caption
“<SOS> A player is jumping" as the input, assuming the set of vocabulary is {“<SOS>", “A",
“player", “is", “jumping", “<EOS>"}. The Output Layer contains the predicted probabilities that
the LSMT1 assigns to the next word. The predicted result is “jumping A jumping is is", while the
Target Caption is “A player is jumping <EOS>". It is obvious that such a prediction is not our
expectation. Thus, we tune the parameters to increase the probability of the correct word (in red
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Figure 2.2: Caption generation model. <SOS> and <EOS> are symbols used to indicate the
beginning and the ending of a caption correspondingly.
color) and decrease the probabilities of all other words (in green color). The process is repeated
multiple times until the model converges and it can perform a good prediction.
During the testing process: The inputs of our model only consist of (i) CNN Features and (ii)
Input Captions (initialized with a single starting symbol, <SOS>). The trained model, LSTM1,
generates a probability distribution over what words are likely to come next. We then choose one
word with the highest predicted probability and feed it right back into the model (blue dashed-
line in Figure 2.2). This process is repeated many times until the predicted word with highest
probability is the ending symbol, <EOS>, or the length of the generated caption is longer than a
pre-determined threshold (e.g., 20).
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2.1.3 Activity Prediction Model
The final step of SBGAR is to predict the activity label based on a sequence of generated captions
using a LSTM model (LSTM2 in Figure 2.1). Instead of taking the captions as the input of the
LSTM2 directly, we first employ a CNN model (CNN3 in Figure 2.1) to extract feature vectors
from captions. The reason is threefold: 1. The lengths of generated captions vary while the input
size of all cells in LSTM2 is the same. 2. A CNN model can generate vectors with the same
dimension even if the lengths of input captions vary. 3. Kim et al. [77] show that a simple CNN
model achieves excellent results in the task of sentence classification.
Figure 2.3 shows the details of our Activity Prediction Model. In this thesis, we use a similar
network as in [77] which originally consists of 4 layers. We remove the last layer of the network
in [77] and concatenate its first three layers with a LSTM Model (LSTM2) by taking the output of
Layer 3 as the input of the LSTM2. Using a LSTM model to analyze a sequence of captions makes
intuitive sense, considering how such a model resembles the way we process language: reading
sequentially. The first three layers of the network in [77] are:
Layer 1: In this layer, we employ word2vec model [115] to convert an input caption into
a matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponds to one word. In Figure 2.3, we show two input
captions. One caption consisting of 8 words and another consisting of 4 words. The dimension of
word2vec is set to 5, thus these two input captions are represented by two matrices (8*5 and 4*5
correspondingly).
Layer 2: The second layer performs convolutions over the word matrix using multiple filter
sizes. In vision, the filters slide over local patches of an image, while in the field of National
Language Processing (NLP), we typically slide the filters over the full rows of the word matrix
considering each row represents a word. Thus, we set the dimension of the filters equals to the
dimension of the word matrix. In Figure 2.3, we only show 2 filter sizes (2*5 and 3*5). The 2*5
filter will slide over 2 words each time, while the 3*5 filter will slide over 3 words each time. We
perform convolution operation on both word matrices using two filters and end up with two feature
maps for each word matrix.
Layer 3: In this layer, max-pooling is performed on each feature map. As shown in Figure
2.3, after max-pooling, both input captions (different lengths) are represented as two dimensional
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features.
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Figure 2.3: Activity prediction model.
In our SBGAR scheme, one caption is generated for each video frame and a sliding window
of size time_steps frames is used to feed time_steps captions to LSTM2. For example, the
window size shown in Figure 2.3 is 2 which means LSTM2 predicts an activity result based on
2 continuous input captions. By sliding the window, our model can analyze videos with varying
number of frames.
During the training process: The inputs of our model consist of (i) a sequence of captions,
more precisely time_steps captions, and (ii) their corresponding activity labels (Ground Truth).
Given time_steps captions, our model first extracts CNN features from these captions and then
feed the CNN features into the prediction layer (LSTM2) to generate a probability distribution
for all potential labels. We then compute the mean value of the cross-entropy loss, as shown in
Equation (2.1). The purpose of the training process is to minimize such a loss function L, where
N is the size of the training set, y are the ground truth labels, and p are the predicted probabilities.
During each training iteration, we tune the parameters of our model based on the value of this loss
function L. We repeat feeding training captions and their corresponding labels to train our model
until the value of L becomes smaller than a pre-determined threshold or the number of iterations is
larger than another pre-determined threshold.
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L(y, p) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
yi log pi (2.1)
During the testing process: The inputs of our model will only consist of time_steps captions.
After the model generated a probability for all activity labels, we choose the one with the highest
probability as the final result.
2.1.4 Implementation Details
We implement our scheme using Python Programming Language and Tensorflow [1]. Tensorflow
is an open source software library for machine learning released by Google. We report the imple-
mentation details of our scheme and the settings of important parameters as follows.
CNN1 and CNN2: To extract CNN features from images, we use an Inception-v3 model [153]
pre-trained on ImageNet [31] as a feature extractor. Specifically, we use the output of the final
pooling layer (pool_3) in Inception-v3 model as the CNN feature of an image. Thus, the dimension
of the extracted CNN feature is 2048 and the dimension of concatenated CNN1 and CNN2 features
is 4096.
LSTM1: The LSTM1 is a 2-layer LSTM Model having 1024 hidden units. Before feeding
the captions into the LSTM1, we use word2vec model [115] to convert each caption into a dense
representation with a low dimension. We set the embedding size to 1024, thus the size of embedded
captions is nw ∗1024, where nw is a length of a caption (sort caption are zero-padded). Because the
size of all cells in a LSTM model are the same, so we use a transformation matrix (4096∗1024) and
a bias vector (1 ∗ 1024) to transform a 1 ∗ 4096 CNN feature into 1 ∗ 1024 (1024 is the dimension
of embedded captions). To do so, we only need to multiply the CNN feature (1 ∗ 4096) with the
transformation matrix (4096 ∗ 1024) and add the bias vector (1 ∗ 1024). Then, we concatenate the
transformed CNN feature with the embedded caption and feed them((nw+1)∗1024) into LSTM1.
During the training process: We set the learning rate to 1e−4 initially and reduce the learning
rate every epoch until it reaches 1e−6. In order to reduce overfitting, we use the dropout technique
[148] and set the input & output keep probabilities to 0.75. During the testing process: The
input caption is initialized with a starting symbol (<SOS>). We set the maximum length of the
generated caption to be 20. The input and output keep probabilities are set to 1 to disable dropout.
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CNN3: We first embed the generated captions into a dense representation using word2vec
model before feeding them into the CNN model (CNN3). We set the embedding size to 5, so the
size of the embedded caption is nw ∗ 5, where nw is the length of a caption. Instead of using a
pre-trained CNN model, we implement a simple CNN model which only performs convolution and
max-pooling operations with a generated caption as its input. Four filter sizes [3*5, 4*5, 5*5, 6*5]
are used with 5 filters for each size. Thus, there is a total of 20 filters in this CNN model. Each
filter slides over the whole embedded caption using a VALID Padding Method (VALID padding
means there will be no zero padding outside the edges when we do max pool). Once we have all
the max-pooled outputs from each filter, we combine them into one long feature. Thus, the length
the feature generated by CNN3 is 20.
LSTM2: The LSTM2 is a 2-layer LSTM model. The sequence length of LSTM2 is set to 10,
which means the LSTM2 will analyze 10 captions each time. During the training process: The
learning rate is set to 1e−4 initially and reduced each epoch until 1e−6. We use the Adam algorithm
[78] to minimize the cost function. To avoid overfitting, we employ the dropout method [148] and
set the input and out keep probabilities to 0.75. During the testing process: The input and output
keep probabilities are set to 1.
2.2 Experiments
We run our scheme on a desktop running Ubuntu 14.04 with 4.0GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 16GB
Memory, and NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 Graphics Card.
2.2.1 Datasets
We evaluate our scheme using two datasets: Collective Activity Dataset [23] and Volleyball Dataset
[64].
Collective Activity Dataset: The Collective Activity Dataset has been widely used to evaluate
the performance of group activity recognition schemes. It consists of 44 videos clips acquired using
a low resolution hand-held camera. The location, action, and pose of each person in the videos is
labeled. The five action categories include: crossing, waiting, queuing, walking, and talking while
the pose categories include: right, front-right, front, front-left, left, back-left, back, and back-right.
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Thus, we trained the classifier to predict these five group activity categories depending on what the
majority of the people included in the videos are doing: crossing, waiting, queuing, walking, and
talking. Pose information is not used in our scheme.
Volleyball Dataset: The Volleyball Dataset was released by Ibrahim et al. [64] to evaluate
the performance of group activity recognition schemes on sport footage. All videos related to
volleyball games are collected from YouTube. In total, there are 1525 frames labeled with seven
player action labels (waiting, setting, digging, falling, spiking, blocking, and others) and six group
activity labels (right set, right spike, right pass, left pass, left spike, and left set). The location of
each player is also labeled and that information is not used in our scheme.
2.2.2 Metrics
In order to compare our scheme with Ibrahim et al. [64], we use the same metrics used in [64].
Classification Accuracy: The accuracy is the percentage of the correct predictions.
Confusion Matrix: A confusion matrix [79] contains information about actual and predicted
classifications generated by a classification system. In a confusion matrix, each column represents
the instances of an actual class, while each row represents the predicted classes.
2.2.3 Baselines & SGBAR
In this section, we want to compare the following baselines and SGBAR with some existing
schemes proposed by other researchers.
B1. Single Frame Classification: B1 fine-tunes the Inception-v3 model for group activity
recognition based on a single frame.
B2. Temporal Model with Image Features: B2 is the solution proposed by Donahue et al.
[37] where the image feature is extracted from the final pooling layer (pool 3:0) of Inception-v3
model and fed directly to a 2-layer LSTM model to recognize group activities.
B3. SBGAR (RGB Frame Only): B3 is a variant of our SBGAR scheme which only considers
the RGB frames as the input ignoring any extracted optical flow information.
B4. SBGAR (Optical Flow Image Only): B4 is another variant of our SBGAR scheme which
only considers the optical flow information while ignoring the information extracted from the RGB
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frames.
SBGAR (RGB Frame & Optical Flow Image): SBBAR considers information from both the
RGB frame and optical flow image.
Comparing B1 & B2 allows us to see how much improvement can be obtained using a group
of frames for group activity recognition. Similarly, comparing B3, B4 & SBGAR allows us to
evaluate the improvement that can be achieved by combining both the scene and the motion related
information.
2.2.4 Experiments on the Collective Activity Dataset
In this subsection, we report our experimental results using the Collective Activity Dataset. In or-
der to train the caption generation model (LSTM1), we manually labeled a caption for each training
frame. Instead of generating complete sentences, we generate captions only using important key-
words. The reasons are threefold. (1). Training a model that can generate whole sentences from
images requires a large amount of labeled data. However, there is no public dataset that provides
such annotated sentences for the human activity recognition task. (2). Our purpose is to recognize
group activities based on captions rather than generating complete sentences. Thus, our scheme
will work as long as LSTM1 can generate several useful words. (3). Training a language model
which can generate complete sentences incurs longer time, because it needs to learn the grammar
which is not useful for activity recognition. Considering that this dataset contains the location and
individual action of every person in each video frame, we can easily label captions for the actions
of all players in the training frames as follows:
“<SOS> Walking Crossing Crossing Crossing <EOS>"
“<SOS> Waiting Waiting Waiting Crossing Walking <EOS>"
In Table 2.1, we report our experimental results (accuracy) using the Collective Activity Dataset
and compare our SBGAR related and baseline methods with other existing methods. In [64],
the authors compare their scheme with Contextual Model [87], Deep Structured Model [33], and
Cardinality kernel [55] using the Collective Activity Dataset. Thus, we include the results they
reported in Table 2.1. We follow the same experimental settings as used in [64], i.e., 1/3rd of the
video clips were selected for testing and the rest for training (video clips for training and testing are
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selected from different videos). During the SBGAR related training process, we use 500 epochs
to train the LSTM1 model and 300 epochs to train the LSTM2 model. For the LSTM2 model, we
predict the final activity result based on a window size of 10 frames (5 before, current and 4 after
frames, corresponding to 0.4 second activity) (the same setting as [64]).
Methods Accuracy (%)
B1 - Single Frame Classification 67.2
B2 - Temporal Model with Image Features 68.5
B3 - SBGAR (RGB Frame Only) 83.7
B4 - SBGAR (Optical Flow Image Only) 70.1
Contextual Model [87] * 79.1
Deep Structured Model [33] * 80.6
Two-stage Hierarchical Model [64] * 81.5
Cardinality kernel [55] * 83.4
SBGAR (RGB & Optical Flow) 86.1
Table 2.1: Comparison of our scheme with baseline methods and previously published works on
the Collective Activity Dataset. The results for “*” were extracted from [64].
The experimental results in Table 2.1 show that our proposed scheme outperforms the baseline
methods as well as other existing schemes. It is worth pointing out that even when we only use
a single feature (baseline B3), our proposed scheme can still achieve a higher accuracy than the
state-of-the-art method in [55].
The baseline method B3 achieves a higher accuracy than B4 because most people in the videos
in this dataset hardly move while they are talking, waiting, or queuing, which means not much use-
ful information can be extracted from the optical flow analysis of these videos for activity recogni-
tion. B3 uses the information extracted from RGB frames and hence performs better.
Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of the confusion matrices between the scheme in [64] and
SBGAR using the Collective Activity Dataset. From this figure, one can see that [64] predicts
some instances belonging to “crossing" and “waiting" as “walking", while SBGAR reduces this
error. However, both [64] and SBGAR can not easily distinguish between “crossing" and “waiting".
There are two reasons: 1. “crossing" and “waiting" often happen in the same scene, e.g. “at a cross
road". 2. These two activities often happen sequentially, e.g. one waits at a cross road first, and
then crosses. We notice that, comparing to [64], SBGAR predicts some “talking" instances as
“walking". We discover that some video clips contain both activities and SBGAR believes that
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between [64] (left) and SBGAR (right) on the Collective Activity Dataset.
“walking" activity is more obvious than “talking" in these video clips.
2.2.5 Experiments on the Volleyball Dataset
In this subsection, we report our experimental results on the Volleyball Dataset. Based on the target
activity labels (Left pass, Left set, Left spike, Right pass, Right set, Right spike), we notice that the
labels contain information regarding whether the players are in the left or right side of the court,
which means that we need to divide players into two groups. To handle this application scenario,
we adjust the captions. We manually labeled captions for all training frames as follows:
“<SOS> Left: waiting moving blocking Right: standing spiking <EOS>"
“<SOS> Left: standing blocking Right: standing spiking <EOS>"
The order of the words describing the actions of each individual team is arbitrary. To make
the training phase more efficient, we keep the order of the actions taken by both sides static (i.e.
actions from the left are listed first). In Table 2.2, we report our experimental results (accuracy)
using the Volleyball Dataset and compare the baseline and SBGAR related methods with existing
methods. Two third’s of the video frames are used for training, and the remaining 1/3rd for testing
(the same setting as Ibrahim et al. [64]). For SBGAR related methos, we use 500 epochs to train
the LSTM1 model and 300 epochs to train the LSTM2 model. For the LSTM2 model, we predict
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the final activity result based on an observation window of 10 frames (5 before, current, and 4 after
frames, corresponding to 0.4 second activity) (the same setting as in [64]).
Methods Accuracy (%)
B1 - Single Frame Classification 41.9
B2 - Temporal Model with Image Features 44.3
B3 - SBGAR (RGB Frame Only) 38.7
B4 - SBGAR (Optical Flow Image Only) 54.3
Two-stage Hierarchical Model [64] 51.1
SBGAR (RGB & Optical Flow) 66.9
Table 2.2: Comparison of our scheme with baseline methods and previously published works on
the Volleyball Dataset.
The experimental results show that our proposed SBGAR scheme outperforms the baseline
methods and the state-of-the-art methods [64] on this dataset. It is worth pointing out that B4 (only
a single feature is used) achieves a better result than [64].
For this dataset, B4 performs better than B3 by 15.6% in terms of achieved accuracy because
the videos in the Volleyball dataset have the same scene (same viewpoint, similar background,
similar color, etc) and hence fewer distinguishing features can be extracted in B3. However, B4
can extract more meaningful features (motion information) from the optical flow images.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between [64] (left) and SBGAR (right) on the Volleyball Dataset.
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Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of the confusion matrices between [64] and SBGAR on the
Volleyball Dataset. It is clear that SBGAR achieves a better result in distinguishing activities
which take place at the left and right side of the court, especially “lspike” versus “rspike”. This
improvement comes from the fact that our proposed model can generate captions for both the left
and right parts. To a certain extent, the experimental results prove that our Caption Generation
Model has the ability to consider the spatial information and represents such information in the
generated captions correctly. However, we notice that both [64] and SBGAR predict some “lset”
and “rset” samples as “lpass” and “rpass” correspondingly. This is because those “set” and “pass”
activities are similar and often appear in the same region within a court from the view of the camera.
2.2.6 Impact of Key Parameters
The settings of parameter values have an impact on the predicted results of a Machine Learning
model. Thus, we evaluated the impact of two key parameters:
Epochs: Each epoch is defined as the process of feeding the whole training set to a model.
In SBGAR, we use two models, Caption Generation Model (LSTM1) and Activity Recognition
Model (LSTM2). Thus, we will evaluate the impact of the number of epochs on their accuracy
during the training of both models.
Observation Window Size of LSTM2: The observation window size is defined as the number
of video frames that are used to generate a prediction. If the window size is 5, it means that LSTM2
will generate a prediction based on 5 consecutive frames.
We discuss the details as follows:
1. Epochs for LSTM1: In Figure 2.6, we report the accuracy of SBGAR on both datasets as
we fix the number of training epochs of LSTM2 to 300 while varying the number of training epochs
of LSTM1. The solid curve in blue color is the result using the Collective Activity Dataset, while
the dashed curve in green color is the result using the Volleyball dataset. One can observe that
larger epochs lead to higher accuracy. The accuracy becomes stable when the number of epochs
exceeds 500 for both datasets. Figure 2.7 shows the training loss as we varies the number of epochs
during the training process of LSTM1. The blue line with “*” marker shows the training loss, while
the solid red line shows the testing loss. The training and testing losses decrease as the number of
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epochs increases and approach a stable value after 400 epochs.
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Figure 2.7: LSTM1 training loss as the number
of training epochs is varied using the Collective
Activity Dataset.
Based on both observations, we choose 500 as the number of epochs for training LSTM1.
2. Training epochs of LSTM2: In Figure 2.8, we report the testing accuracy of SBGAR on
both datasets as we fix the number of training epochs for LSTM1 to 500 while varying the number
of training epochs for LSTM2. The solid curve in blue color is the result using the Collective
Activity Dataset, while the dashed curve in green color is the result using the Volleyball dataset.
One can see the accuracy increases as the number of epochs increases and becomes stable after
200 epochs. Figure 2.9 shows the training loss on the Collective Activity dataset as we increase the
number of epochs during the training process of LSTM2. The training and testing losses decrease
as the number of epochs increases and become stable after 300 epochs.
Based on both above observations, we choose 300 as the default number of epochs for training
LSTM2.
3. Observation Window Size of LSTM2: For video based activity recognition, only using
frames before the current frame seems to make more sense in real life, considering that one can
not access the frames after the current frame. A model which predicts a correct result only based
on the previous frames may have the capability of early detection. Such a model is more useful
for early-warning systems. However, adding some frames after the current frame may improve the
prediction performance because more frames means more useful information can be used in the
prediction process. Taking the volleyball sport as an example, assuming that a player is jumping,
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it is hard to say whether the player is "blocking" or “spiking” only based on this observation. By
observing more frames, one can predict a more accurate result. Even though a model using “future"
frames incurs additional delay, such a model may be more useful in some application scenarios.
In order to evaluate the performance of SBGAR with varying length of input frame sequence,
we consider the following types of input frame sequences:
Before(x): x frames before the current frame are used as the input sequence.
After(x): x frames after the current frame are used as the input sequence.
Before(x)After(y): x frames before and y frames after the current frame are used as the input
sequence.
Frame Sequences Accuracy (%)Collective Activity Dataset Volleyball Dataset
Before(10) 85.7 64.7
Before(5) 84.1 64.7
After(5) 83.6 65.1
After(10) 84.7 65.1
Before(5)After(5) 86.1 66.9
Before(5)After(10) 85.9 67.4
Before(10)After(5) 86.3 67.1
Before(10)After(10) 86.4 67.7
Table 2.3: Accuracy on both datasets by taking variant input frames.
We report the experimental results in Table 2.3. One can easily notice that using a larger win-
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dow size helps to improve the accuracy. In addition, comparing to only using frames before or after
the current one (top 4 rows), using frames before and after the current frame (tail 4 rows) achieves
a higher accuracy on both datasets. If we focus on the results of “Before(10)” and “After(10)”, we
can discover that “Before(10)” produces a better result on the Collective Activity Dataset, while
“After(10)” performs better on the Volleyball Dataset. The same observation can be made between
“Before(5)After(10)” and ‘Before(10)After(5)”. The reason of this is threefold: 1. The activities in
the Collective Activity Dataset are more constant, which means there is no big differences between
two continuous frames if they share the same activity, e.g. walking or queuing. 2. A video clip
in the Collect Activity Dataset contains several activities, e.g. crossing and walking may happen
alternately. 3. Activities in the Volleyball Dataset may involve the same action in their beginning
frames, e.g. both blocking and spiking involve jumping. Thus, adding some frames after the cur-
rent frame may cause a wrong prediction result in the Collective Activity Dataset, while it helps in
the Volleyball Dataset.
2.2.7 Computation Time
For some application scenarios, e.g., sport analytics, it is highly important to be able to predict a
group activity label in real time. Thus, we are interested in comparing the computation time of
our scheme and the state-of-the-art group activity recognition scheme [64]. In Table 2.4, we report
details of the computation time of our scheme. All data are averaged over 5 runs on the Volleyball
dataset. With a sliding window of 10 frames, our scheme can predict on the average a group
activity label within 108.5ms. If we use non-overlapping window of 10 frames, our scheme only
takes about (22.19+27.78*2+28.63)*10+2.15=1065.95 ms (1.066sec). Running the code released
by the authors in [64] using the same machine, the prediction time takes 4.22 seconds without
including the time it takes to detect individual players. Thus, our scheme will be more useful for
real-time prediction of group activity.
2.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a novel scheme (SBGAR) to recognize group activities in videos. The
proposed method generates a caption for each video frame first, and then predicts the final activity
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Process (Based on Single Frame) Computation Time (ms)
Optical Flow Image 22.19
Extract CNN1 Feature (Inception-v3) 27.78
Extract CNN2 Feature (Inception-v3) 27.78
Caption Generation 28.63
Activity Recognition (Based on 10 Frames) 2.15
In Total 108.53
Table 2.4: Computation time of SBGAR.
categories based on these generated captions. The experimental results on two well-known datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of our proposed method. Compared to the existing
state-of-the-art methods [87, 23, 22, 64], our scheme achieves a higher recognition accuracy with
a shorter computation time. The reason that our SBGAR outperforms the existing methods is
two-fold: (1) Our SBGAR does not use time-consuming models, e.g., object detection or tracking
models, that benefits our scheme runs much faster than the state-of-the-art solutions. (2) SBGAR
innovatively uses semantic descriptions to generate a high-level representation for each input video
frame. This helps the model (especially for the second LSTM) to predict group activities at a high
semantic level, which is important for the group activity recognition task. Although we did not train
the model to generate whole sentences because of the lack of annotated complete sentences in the
datasets we used, our proposed scheme has similar structures as in [37, 161] which are proposed
for image caption generation and hence we believe our scheme will have similar capability of
generating whole sentences if large datasets with annotated complete sentences are available. Our
SBGAR generates an independent semantic representation for each input video frame, that helps
improve the robustness of the model. Specifically, when the model does not precisely generate a
semantic representation at a time step, our SBGAR can still correctly predict activities based on
other semantic representation. However, the existing models do not work well once the object
detector or tracker generates a wrong result, e.g., wrong detection or lost tracking.
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Chapter 3
ReHAR: Robust and Efficient Human
Activity Recognition
In the previous chapter, we proposed a semantics-based group activity recognition scheme that
uses an LSTM model to generate a caption for each video frame and another LSTM model to
predict the final activity categories based on the generated captions. Although it achieves a higher
accuracy with a shorter running time, it has three weaknesses: (1) the caption generation model
cannot always generate a perfect caption; (2) the caption generation model is trained only based
on its own loss without getting any feedback from the final output of the model. This will result
in lower accuracies since the generated captions may not contain useful information for the second
model to predict the final activities; (3) it is very difficult to access a large dataset which contains
caption information, e.g., individual action annotations.
To remove such limitations, we explore an end-to-end trainable model [95] that can overcome
these weaknesses in this chapter. In Section 3.1, we describe our proposed activity recognition
scheme and implementation details. We report our experimental results in Section 3.2. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 3.3.
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3.1 Proposed Scheme
We propose an end-to-end model for recognizing activities in videos. The intuition of our model is
that if we can generate a good representation for every single frame, then it is easier for the model
to infer the final activity label for the whole video based on these representations. The model,
illustrated in Figure 3.1, consists of three components: (1) Input Preprocessing Model, (2) Single
Frame Representation Model, and (3) Activity Recognition Model.
Preprocess Activity	Recognition	ModelSingle	Frame	Representation	ModelVideo Frame RGB
t - 1 CNN1
LSTM1
LSTM2
CNN2
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
1
0
1
1
0
FC1 FC2
t CNN1
LSTM1
LSTM2
CNN2
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
1
0
1
1
0
FC1 FC2
t + 1 CNN1
LSTM1
LSTM2
CNN2
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
Global_AVG
Global_MAX
1
0
1
1
0
FC1 FC2 2-pointer success
Loss1 Loss2
Optical Flow Image
Figure 3.1: The architecture of the proposed Scheme. Symbol ⊗ indicates the operation of com-
puting the dense optical flow using two continuous frames. CNN1 and CNN2 indicate VGG16
(layer “block1_conv1” to layer “block5_pool”).
3.1.1 Preprocessing
We argue that both the background context and the motion of people contribute towards the group
activity recognition. Thus, we also use the original frames (contain environment information) and
their corresponding optical flow images (provide motion information) in our scheme. During the
preprocessing phase, we feed a video frame (at time t) and its previous one (at time t − 1) to the
FlowNet 2.0 [66] to compute optical flow, since FlowNet 2.0 provides the best performance for
generating optical flow. Then, we use the method described in [7] i to visualize the optical flow
ihttp://vision.middlebury.edu/flow/
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information into a colorful image (3 channels), namely optical flow image. We generate an optical
flow image for every frame (except the first one) in a video. The generated optical flow images are
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Single Frame Representation Model
The Single Frame Representation Model consists of two CNN feature extractors (one for video
frame and another for optical flow image) and an LSTM model. Although any CNN model can be
used as a feature extractor in our model, to simplify the explanation, VGG16ii [145] is used in this
section and the size of the video frames and the optical flow images are fixed to (224x224x3).
Once we get the optical flow image at time t, we feed it as well as the corresponding video
frame to two CNN models (“CNN1” and “CNN2” correspondingly in Figure 3.1) to extract fea-
tures. Considering that, compared to FC layers, Global Pooling (GP) layers have at least two
advantages: (1) The GP layers enforce correspondences between feature maps and categories, thus
the feature maps can be easily interpreted as categories confidence maps. (2) There is no parameter
to optimize in a GP layer, thus overfitting is avoided at this layer. Thus, instead of only removing
the last prediction layer from VGG16 as in [37], we remove the last 4 layers (flatten, fc1, fc2,
and prediction) and add a Global Average Pooling layer [100] and a Global Maximum Pooling
layer [100] (“Global_AVG” (1x512) and “Global_MAX” (1x512) respectively in Figure 3.1) to its
end. Thus, the “CNN1” and “CNN2” model in Figure 3.1 include layers from “block1_conv1” to
“block5_pool” of VGG16. The layer “block5_pool” has (7x7x512) output size.
After that, we feed the output of these global pooling layers to an LSTM model (LSTM1 in
Figure 3.1), which means the LSTM model has 4 input steps and each step has 512 dimensions.
This LSTM model is used to extract useful features from 4 different input steps (2 outputs of Global
Average Pooling layers and 2 outputs of Global Maximum Pooling layers). A fully-connected layer
(FC1 in Figure 3.1) with a “softmax” activation function is added to the output of the final step of
the LSTM1 to generate the representation for each input video frame.
iiVGG16: [block1_conv1, block1_conv2, block1_pool, block2_conv1, block2_conv2, block2_pool, block3_conv1,
block3_conv2, block3_conv3, block3_pool, block4_conv1, block4_conv2, block4_conv3, block4_pool, block5_conv1,
block5_conv2, block5_conv3, block5_pool, flatten, fc1, fc2, prediction]
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3.1.3 Activity Recognition Model
The model predicts the final activity label based on a sequence of generated single frame represen-
tations. The Activity Recognition Model is an LSTM network (LSTM2 in Figure 3.1) that takes
the single frame representations as its input. Thus, the input step time_step of LSTM2 equals to
the number of the current input video frames. In Figure 3.1, time_step = 3. Then, the output of
the final step of the LSTM2 is fed into a fully-connected layer (FC2 in Figure 3.1) with a “softmax”
activation function to predict the final activity label.
3.1.4 Implementation Details
Our scheme is implemented using Python Programming Language and Keras Library [24] with
Tensorflow [1] backend. We report the implementation details of our scheme and the settings of
important parameters as follows.
Optimization: We train our model as a multi-task learning. The overall loss can be computed
as:
Loss = (
time_step∑
t=1
loss1,t) + λ ∗ loss2 (3.1)
where time_step is the number of frames based on which the model predicts the final activity label
(in Figure 3.1, time_step = 3), loss1,t is the loss of the generated single frame representation at
time t and loss2 is the loss of prediction of the final activity. λ is the parameter that is used to
balance the single frame representation generation loss and the final activity classification loss. In
our experiment, we set λ = 2 to assign a higher weight to the final activity prediction, considering
that the final activity prediction is our final purpose. The model is trained to minimize the Loss.
Single Frame Representation Model: The LSTM1 is a single layer LSTM with 200 hidden
units. For FC1 layer, we set the dimension of its output to the number of the final activities and its
training ground truth to be the one-hot vector of the final activity label. We train the Single Frame
Representation Model as a classification task. In this case the representation is the probability
distribution of each video frame over all activities. Thus, the loss1 at time t, donated as loss1,t,
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can be computed using categorical cross entropy loss:
loss1,t = −
∑
i=1
gt,i log (pt,i) (3.2)
where g are the ground truth and p are the predictions. During the testing phase, the model will
generate a probability vector as a representation for each frame.
Activity Recognition Model: The LSTM2 is also a single layer LSTM with 200 hidden units.
The output of the FC2 is set to the number of categories. To train the model for a classification
task, we train the loss2 using categorical cross entropy loss:
loss2 = −
∑
i=1
gi log (pti) (3.3)
where g are the ground truth and p are the predictions.
Training Process: To speed up the training process and get a better performance, we load
the pre-trained VGG16 weights on Imagenet dataset [31]. We train the model using “rmsprop”
optimizer with 0.001 learning rate and 1e-8 fuzz factor until the loss becomes converged. Then, we
switch the optimizer to SGD with 0.0001 learning rate. The “rmsprop” optimizer helps the model
converge quickly, and the SGD with a small learning rate helps to tune the model.
3.2 Experiments
We run our scheme on a desktop running Ubuntu 14.04 with 4.0GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 128GB
Memory, and a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Graphics Card.
3.2.1 Datasets
We evaluate our scheme on two well known activity recognition datasets: NCAA Basketball
Dataset [128] and UCF Sports Action Dataset [132].
NCAA Basketball Dataset: The NCAA Basketball Datasetiii was collected by Ramanathan et
al. [128] to evaluate the performance of activity recognition schemes on multi-person action videos.
iiihttp://basketballattention.appspot.com/
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It is a subset (257 Basketball Game videos) of the 296 NCAA games available from YouTubeiv.
All videos are randomly split into 212 training, 12 validation and 33 testing videos. Each of these
videos are split into 4 second clips and sub-sampled to 6fps. They filter out clips which are not
profile shots, which results in a total of 11436 training, 856 validation, and 2256 testing video clips.
Each of these video clips is manually labeled as one of these 11 labels: 3-pointer success, 3-pointer
failure, free-throw success, free-throw failure, layup success, layup failure, other 2-pointer success,
other 2-pointer failure, slam dunk success, slam dunk failure or steal success. The Basketball
Dataset also annotates the bounding boxes of all the players in a subset of 9000 frames from the
training videos. In our scheme, we do not use this location annotation.
UCF Sports Action Dataset: The UCF Sports datasetv [132] consists of a set of actions col-
lected from a wide range of stock footage websites including BBC Motion gallery and GettyIm-
ages. It consists of a total of 150 videos. Each video has one of these 10 action categories: diving,
golf swing, kicking, lifting, riding horse, running, skateboarding, swinging-bench, swinging-side,
and walking.
3.2.2 Metrics
Mean Average Precision (mAP): Mean Average Precision is the mean of the average precision
(AP) scores for each classification category. By computing a precision and recall, one can plot a
precision-recall curve, plotting precision p(r) as a function of recall r. Average precision computes
the average value of p(r) over the interval from r = 0 to r = 1 (please refer to wikipedia.orgvi):
AP =
∫ 1
0
p(r)dr (3.4)
Confusion Matrix: A confusion matrix [79] contains information about actual and predicted
classifications generated by a classification system. In a confusion matrix, each row represents the
predicted classes, while each column represents the instances of an actual class.
ivhttps://www.youtube.com/user/ncaaondemand
vhttp://crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF_Sports_Action.php
vihttps://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Information_retrieval
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3.2.3 Experiments on the NCAA Basketball Dataset
In this section, we report our experimental results on the NCAA Basketball Dataset. As described
in [128], we classify isolated video clips into 11 classes without using any additional negative
from other parts of the basketball videos. In this dataset, each video clip has 24 frames (6fps for
4 seconds). We use all frames for training and testing our model as done in [128]. The results
are reported in Table 3.1. Among all 11 categories, our scheme achieves the highest accuracy
at 8 categories compared to other baseline models. Overall, our scheme shows a 7.3% accuracy
improvement compared to [128] (Atten. track in Table 3.1). We notice that all methods perform
much poorer for categories such as “slam dunk failure”. This is because we have very little data (47
training samples and 5 testing samples) belonging to “slam dunk failure” category in the Basketball
dataset. The performance is much better for “free-throw” and “3-pointers”, because these events
have fixed and more obvious patterns (especially for “free-throw”) and more training data in this
dataset.
3point S. 3point F. throw S. throw F. layup S. layup F. 2point S. 2point F. dunk S. dunk F. steal Mean
IDT [163] 0.370 0.501 0.778 0.365 0.283 0.278 0.136 0.303 0.197 0.004 0.555 0.343
IDT [163] player 0.428 0.481 0.703 0.623 0.300 0.311 0.233 0.285 0.171 0.010 0.473 0.365
C3D[157] 0.117 0.282 0.642 0.319 0.195 0.185 0.078 0.254 0.047 0.004 0.303 0.221
MIL[3] 0.237 0.335 0.597 0.318 0.257 0.247 0.224 0.299 0.112 0.005 0.843 0.316
LRCN[37] 0.462 0.564 0.876 0.584 0.463 0.386 0.257 0.378 0.285 0.027 0.876 0.469
Atten. no track[128] 0.583 0.668 0.892 0.671 0.489 0.426 0.281 0.442 0.210 0.006 0.886 0.505
Atten. track[128] 0.600 0.738 0.882 0.516 0.500 0.445 0.341 0.471 0.291 0.004 0.893 0.516
Ours 0.753 0.766 0.933 0.857 0.613 0.435 0.405 0.542 0.232 0.007 0.940 0.589
Table 3.1: Mean average precision for event classification given isolated clips of Basketball
Dataset. “S.” stands for “success” and “F.” stands for “failure”. All results except ours are ex-
tracted from [128].
The confusion matrix for all 11 actions is shown in Figure 3.2. By analyzing this confusion
matrix, one can see that: (1) 18.09% “3-pointer success” test samples are incorrectly labeled as
“2-pointer success” and 23.19% “3-pointer failure” are labeled as “2-pointer failure”. In contrast,
12.16% and 16.86 % “2-pointer success/failure” test samples are incorrectly labeled as “3-pointer
success/failure” correspondingly. Based on the rule specification “A player’s feet must be com-
pletely behind the three-point line at the time of the shot or jump in order to make a three-point
attempt; if the player’s feet are on or in front of the line, it is a two-point attempt.vii”, one can
easily understand that sometime it is hard for a model (even for a person) to extract such detail
viihttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three-point_field_goal
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information to distinguish between 3-pointers and 2-pointers. Although the authors in [128] de-
signed a model to locate the “shooter”, they still cannot extract useful enough features to achieve a
better performance than our proposed scheme. (2) 53.7% and 60.0% “slam dunk success/failure”
are predicted as “layup success/failure”. The reason is two-fold: a. the training data for “slam
dunk success/failure” are not enough; b. “layup” and “slam dunk” have similar action patterns (the
shooter jumps under the net and sends the ball to the net).
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Figure 3.2: Confusion matrix of action recogni-
tion results on NCAA Basketball Dataset.
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Figure 3.3: Confusion matrix of action recogni-
tion results on UCF Sports Action Dataset.
Here, we would like to highlight an interesting observation. If we group 10 shooting-related
actions (except “steal”) into two categories (success or failure), then we will get 717 success sam-
ples and 1122 failure samples in the testing subset. Based on the output of our model, 88% of
the test samples (583 success and 1035 failure) are correctly labeled to these two categories. This
observation proves that our scheme has the capability to distinguish between shooting success and
shooting failure. Sometime, it is hard for people to judge if a shooting is success or not only based
on the relative location between the ball and the net, let alone a designed model. Thus, we believe
that our scheme achieves a good performance for it benefits from its capability to analyze players’
behaviors before and after shooting, and infer the final activity label based on these behaviors. We
will discuss more in Section 3.2.7 by visualizing our proposed model.
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3.2.4 Experiments on the UCF Sports Action Dataset
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our scheme using the UCF Sports Action
Dataset. We follow Lan et al. [86] to split the dataset into training (103 videos) and testing (47
videos) subsetsviii. Among all video clips, the minimum length is 2.2 seconds (55 frames) and the
maximum length is 14.4 seconds (360 frames). No matter how many frames in a video clip, we
down-sampling all video clips to 24 frames before feeding them into our model. In Table 3.2, we
compare our scheme to other state-of-the-art solutions. Our scheme gets the highest prediction
accuracy on 8 out of 10 categories. Comparing to [60], our scheme achieves 6.1% accuracy im-
provement. One reason why our model performs better than other schemes is that most existing
works first locate people in every frame of a video clip and then recognizes their activities. The
performance of their models highly depends on their ability to localize people. If the model cannot
correctly detect/locate people, the model cannot precisely recognize their activities. However, our
proposed model (ReHAR) does not rely on the people detection scheme. Specifically, it is trained
to extract useful features (including environmental information and motion information) from the
entire video frames, and classify human activities merely based on these extracted features. In ad-
dition, we want to highlight that our scheme performs a perfect prediction (1.0 average precision)
on 6 categories. This proves that our model generates more distinguishing features that benefit our
model performs better than other existing methods in the task of activity recognition.
Diving Golf Kicking Lifting Riding Run SkateB. Swing SwingB. Walk mAP
Gkioxari et al. [53] 0.758 0.693 0.546 0.991 0.896 0.549 0.298 0.887 0.745 0.447 0.681
Weinzaepfel et al. [167] 0.607 0.776 0.653 1.000 0.995 0.526 0.471 0.889 0.629 0.644 0.719
Peng et al. [125] 0.961 0.805 0.735 0.992 0.976 0.824 0.574 0.836 0.985 0.760 0.845
Hou et al. [60] 0.844 0.908 0.865 0.998 1.000 0.837 0.687 0.658 0.996 0.878 0.867
Ours 1.000 0.955 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.806 0.626 1.000 1.000 0.888 0.928
Table 3.2: Mean average precision for event classification given isolated clips of UCF Sports Action
Dataset. All results except ours are extracted from [60].
Please refer to Figure 3.3 for more details about our results on the UCF Sports Dataset. One
can see that our scheme performs very well on most categories. However, it incorrectly labels
some “Walking” testing samples to “Golf” and “SkateBoarding”. This is because these samples
have some similiar features as samples in those incorrect categories. For example, in video “Walk-
Front/006RF1-13902_70016.avi”, there is a person walking on a golf course with a golf pole. The
viiihttp://cs.stanford.edu/~taranlan/other/train_test_split
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environment is definitely related to golf and the motion of the golf pole looks like a person is
swinging the pole in front of him. More details will be discussed later by visualizing the model.
Considering that the UCF Sports Action Dataset only consists of 150 videos in total, merely
using one training/testing subset split as Lan et al. [86] cannot evaluate the real capability of
a model. Thus, we do 5-fold cross-validation and report the experimental results in Table 3.3.
Specifically, we evenly split all videos belonging to the same category into five subsets and run the
training and validation process for five times. Each time we choose one subset as the validation set
and train the model using the remaining four subsets.
Diving Golf Kicking Lifting Riding Run SkateB. Swing SwingB. Walk mAP
Split1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.571 0.226 1.000 1.000 0.667 0.846
Split2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Split3 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.563 1.000 1.000 0.583 0.915
Split4 1.000 1.000 0.833 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.700 1.000 1.000 0.333 0.887
Split5 1.000 0.833 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.134 1.000 1.000 0.750 0.872
AVG 1.000 0.967 0.967 1.000 1.000 0.914 0.525 1.000 1.000 0.667 0.904
Table 3.3: Mean average precision of ReHAR in 5-fold cross-validation on UCF Sports Action
Dataset.
From Table 3.3, one can see that ReHAR achieves high accuracy in 5-fold cross-validation on
this dataset. The performance of ReHAR on different categories is consistent with the results in
Table 3.2. The model performs pretty well in most categories but the “SkateBoard” and “Walking”.
Thus, we looked over all the videos of these two categories. Compared to other categories, videos
of “SkateBoard” and “Walking” in this dataset have more variety of viewpoints and object sizes.
Some videos are recorded with looking up angles while others are recorded from ordinary angles.
Besides, some videos belonging to these two categories are shot from a great distance while others
are from a close distance. These variations caused the model to perform worse on these two cat-
egories. To fix this problem, we need to include more training data with varying viewpoints and
shooting distances, so that the model can be robust to these variations.
3.2.5 Comparison between SBGAR and ReHAR
As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, ReHAR is designed to remove some limitations of
SBGAR. Here, we compare the performance of SBGAR and ReHAR using the Volleyball Dataset.
Table 3.4 shows the details.
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Methods Accuracy (%)
S1 - SBGAR (RGB Frame Only) 38.7
S2 - SBGAR (Optical Flow Only) 54.3
S3 - SBGAR (RGB & Optical Flow) 66.9
R1 - ReHAR (RGB Frame Only) 50.6
R2 - ReHAR (Optical Flow Only) 69.6
R3 - ReHAR (RGB & Optical Flow) 70.7
Table 3.4: Comparison of ReHAR with SBGAR on the Volleyball Dataset.
From Table 3.4, we can see that ReHAR performs better than SBGAR on the Volleyball
Dataset. If we compare S1 with R1 (or compare S2 to R2), we can see that ReHAR achieves
much higher accuracy (more than 10% accuracy improvement) than SBGAR. It proves that the
proposed end-to-end trainable structure indeed help ReHAR extract more useful features from its
inputs. It is interesting that R3 only performs 1% better than R2. We believe that it is caused by
the particularity of the Volleyball dataset. All videos in this dataset are volleyball game-related,
so they have a similar background. In such a dataset, the motion clue is more important than the
environmental information for the human activity recognition task. Thus, for this dataset, ReHAR
extracts motion features from optical flow images which is sufficient for the human activity recog-
nition task, and hence adding RGB frames does not further improve the performance much. Even
so, we still suggest using RGB and Optical Flow images simultaneously to handle variations of
different datasets.
Although ReHAR performs a little better than SBGAR on the Volleyball dataset, we want to
argue that both ReHAR and SBGAR are useful and necessary for different application scenarios.
On the one hand, during training, ReHAR only requires video classification labels as ground truth.
It is helpful for the scenarios that accuracy is more important and only video level category la-
bels are accessible. On the other hand, SBGAR generates dense semantic representation. Such a
characteristic is more useful for video retrieval, video description, story generation, and so on.
3.2.6 Computation Time
As we have already discussed before, in some application scenarios, predicting an activity label
in real time is highly important. Thus, in this subsection, we report the computation time of Re-
HAR. Computing optical flow images takes FlowNet 2.0 [66] around 7ms (140 fps). We report the
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computation time of ReHAR (including optical flow images generation time) using different CNN
models as base net in Table 3.5. In total, our model (using VGG16 as its base net) takes 103.65
ms to process 10 input frames and 239.04 ms for 24 input frames. In [94], the computation time of
SBGAR model using InceptionV3 as feature extractor and 10 input frames was 108.53 ms. Using
the same settings, ReHAR only takes 78.40 ms. Considering that both [65] and [128] predict the
activities based on detecting and analyzing every single person and then infer the final activities
based on individual actions, they have a similar computation time (4.2 seconds on a GTX 1080
reported in [94]). ReHAR runs an order of magnitude faster than [65] and [128]. Thus, our scheme
will be more useful for real-time human activity recognition.
CNN base net Time on 10 Frames (ms) Time on 24 Frames (ms)
VGG16 103.65 239.04
InceptionV3 78.40 192.02
Table 3.5: Computation time of ReHAR using different CNN model as its base net (optical flow
images generation time included).
3.2.7 Why does our scheme work?
In previous subsections, we report our comparable results on two well-known activity recognition
datasets. In this subsection, we will try to explain the reason why our proposed model works.
First, we explore the necessity of the LSTM1 and the Global Pooling layers in our scheme
by comparing baselines’ results on UCFSports dataset. Our proposed model achieves 0.928 mAP
(Table 3.2). (1) If we remove LSTM1, stack and feed the output of global layers to a Convolutional
layer before “FC1” layer, the mAP reduces to 0.766. (2) We only get 0.702 mAP after replacing
the LSTM1 with an element-wise sum operation. Baseline (1) and (2) are the best fusion methods
discussed in [44]. One can see that our LSTM1 generates much better representations than a simple
fusion method. (3) Replacing the Global Pooling layers with flattened layers, the mAP reduces
from 0.928 to 0.889. Thus, using Global Pooling layers helps our model achieve a higher accuracy.
Then, we use the method proposed in [139] to compute the gradient of output category with
respect to input image. This should tell us how the output category value changes with respect
to a small change in input image pixels. We implement this function by modifying the keras-vis
toolkit [80], so that the final class-specific information can be passed back through two LSTMs and
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fully-connected layers.
Figure 3.4 shows the visualized results using four samples from the Basketball Dataset and
the UCF Sports Action Dataset. Figure 3.4a shows an “other 2-pointer success” event and our
model correctly predicts it. One can notice that it is hard for a person to find and track the ball
through all frames. The visualized result shows that our model focuses on analyzing the players
instead of tracking the ball. At the first frame, the group of the players on the video frame draws
the attention of our model, while the model pays more attention on the region of the shooter on
the optical flow image. At the last frame, the model stares at the region under the net with only
one player left. Based on these information as well as features extracted from intermediate frames,
the model predicts a correct activity label. Figure 3.4b shows one player successfully steals the
ball from another at sixth frame, and then all players are running towards the other side of the
basketball court. The model focuses on a larger region of optical flow images after the sixth frame,
because all players (including environment) are moving quickly. From Figure 3.4c, one can notice
that the model has the capability to detect the key actor from video frames. There are two people
on the images and the model highlights the shooter rather than the referee on most frames. In
addition, the model highlights the location of the ball at the last 4 optical flow images. All of these
prove that our designed model can focus on important and meaningful things. In Figure 3.4d, we
visualize a sample that our model wrongly predicts a “Walking” event to “Golf”. The visualized
result shows that the model extracts features from the person and the background context on video
frames. These features contributes toward “Golf” event. We also notice that at the last optical
flow image, the model highlights the region of the golf pole which is located between the person’s
two legs. Maybe these are the reasons why the model has 97% confidence to label this sample as
“Golf”.
3.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a novel scheme (ReHAR) to recognize human activities in videos. The
proposed model is trainable end-to-end and achieves a higher accuracy than the existing state-of-
the-art solutions on both single person activity and group activity datasets. The experimental results
also show that ReHAR runs an order of magnitude faster than other schemes. By visualizing the
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(a) Correctly predict an “other 2-pointer success” event on Basketball Dataset.
(b) Correctly predict a “Steal Success” event on Basketball Dataset.
(c) Correctly predict a “Kicking” event on UCF Sports Action Dataset.
(d) Incorrectly predict a “Walking” event as “Golf” on UCF Sports Action Dataset.
Figure 3.4: Visualized class-specific important regions on input video frames and optical flow
images. The top 2 samples are from Basketball Dataset and the bottom 2 are from UCF Sports
Dataset. Each sample has two rows of visualized results. The first row shows the results of video
frames, while the second row illustrates the results of optical flow images. Because of the limitation
of the space, we only visualize 10 frames of each event.
proposed model, we understand what ReHAR learns and notice that it has the potential capability
to detect key actors.
First, similar to SBGAR, ReHAR generates an independent representation for each input video
frame thus it is also robust to the situation that the model wrongly generates an intermediate rep-
resentation at a time step. Such a strategy helps our models achieve higher prediction accuracy
than existing methods. Second, compared to SBGAR (proposed in the previous chapter), ReHAR
does not require datasets with semantic caption annotations, which makes the ReHAR scheme
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more general for different application scenarios. Third, different from SBGAR, ReHAR gener-
ates the intermediate representation with a shorter and fix LSTM iterations (LSTM1 only requires
4-time steps for 4 types of global features as inputs and 1 output as shown in Figure 3.1). How-
ever, SBGAR needs to generate a longer semantic caption (generates more than 4 words which
results in more LSTM iterations) for each frame. Thus, ReHAR runs faster than SBGAR. Fourth,
ReHAR is end-to-end trainable thus all layers are trained for the final prediction. The visualized
class-specific important regions (shown in Figure 3.4) prove that ReHAR focuses on the human
body motion parts. Features extracted from these motion parts are definitely useful for the human
activity recognition task.
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Chapter 4
GRIP: Graph-based Interaction-aware
Trajectory Prediction
In the past two chapters, we proposed and improved schemes for human activity recognition. The
proposed models perform better than the existing state-of-the-art solutions. However, we notice
that there are some limitations when we apply a human activity recognition model in real life.
The biggest weakness of a human activity recognition scheme is that the model only works pretty
well after an activity has finished. Such a limitation results in an activity recognition scheme
becomes useless in some specific application scenario, e.g., smart video surveillance and warning
system or self-driving cars. In these scenarios, the control systems require a capability of not only
detecting and tracking objects but also predicting their motion intents quickly, so that the system
can proactively react toward these intents for safety purposes. Most existing work [113, 21, 21,
124, 54, 110, 35], as we discussed in Chapter 1, either perform badly in predicting trajectories of
objects because they ignore the impacts of their nearby objects, or run slowly due to they only
anticipate the future location of one particular object.
Thus, in this chapter, we propose a robust and efficient object trajectory prediction scheme
[96]. The proposed solution is a general model that can be used for smart video surveillance
systems, autonomous driving cars, or other trajectory prediction related scenarios. In Section 4.1,
we describe the problem formulation followed by the explanation of our proposed object trajectory
prediction scheme and implementation details in Section 4.2. We report our experimental results
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in Section 4.3. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.4.
4.1 Problem Formulation
Before introducing our proposed scheme, we would like to formulate the trajectory prediction prob-
lem as estimating the future positions of all objects in a scene based on their trajectory histories.
The objects can be joints of a human skeleton, traffic agents perceived by an autonomous driving
car, or other objects whose trajectory can be tracked. Specifically, the inputs X of our model are
trajectory histories (over th time steps) of all observed objects:
X = [p(1), p(2) · · · , p(th)] (4.1)
where,
p(t) = [x
(t)
0 , y
(t)
0 , x
(t)
1 , y
(t)
1 , · · · , x(t)n , y(t)n ] (4.2)
are the co-ordinates of all observed objects at time t, and n is the number of observed objects. This
format is the same as what Deo et al. defined in [36] and [35].
Considering that we feed track histories of all observed objects into the model, we argue that
it makes more sense to predict future positions for all of them simultaneously. Thus, instead of
only predicting the position of one particular object as done in [36] and [35], the outputs Y of our
proposed model are the predicted positions of all observed objects from time step th + 1 to th + tf
in the future:
Y = [p(th+1), p(th+2), · · · , p(th+tf )] (4.3)
where p(t) is the same as equation (4.2) and tf is the predicted horizon.
4.2 Proposed Scheme
To solve the limitations of existing approaches, we propose a novel deep learning model for ob-
ject trajectory prediction in this section. Our model, illustrated in Figure 4.1, consists of three
components: (1) Input Preprocessing Model, (2) Graph Convolutional Model, and (3) Trajectory
Prediction Model.
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of the proposed Scheme.
4.2.1 Input Preprocessing Model
1) Input Representation
Before feeding the trajectory data of objects into our model, we convert the raw data into a
specific format for subsequent efficient computation. Assuming that n joints of a human body (or
n objects in a traffic scene ) were observed in the past th time steps, we represent such information
in a 3D array Finput with a size of (n × th × c) (as shown in Figure 4.1). Each row (n, the
first dimension) corresponds to one object, each column (th, the second dimension) consists of the
status of all objects at that time step, and c is the coordinates of locations. In this thesis, we set c
accordingly to indicate coordinates (x, y or more dimensions) of an object. For example, c = 2
in the self-driving application scenario, and c = 3 for a 3D coordinates of human body joints. All
coordinates are normalized to the range of (−1, 1). Thus, the trajectory data is represented as an
image (with a size of w∗h∗c), so we can use techniques that work pretty well on images to process
trajectory data.
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2) Graph Construction
Considering that, in the human motion prediction application scenario, the motion of a joint
is impacted by its connected joints (similarly, in the autonomous driving application scenario, the
motion of an object is profoundly impacted by the movements of its surrounding objects). This is
highly similar to people’s behaviors on a social network (one person is usually to be impacted by
his/her friends). This inspires us to represent the inter-object interaction using an undirected graph
G = {V,E} as what researchers have done for a social network.
In this graph, each node in node set V corresponds to a joint of a human body (or an object
in a traffic scene). Considering that each object may have different states at different time steps,
the node set V is defined as V = {vit|i = 1, · · · , n, t = 1, · · · , th}, where n is the number of
considered joints on a human body (or the number of observed objects in a scene), and th is the
observed time steps. The feature vector vit on a node is the coordinate of ith object at time t.
At each time step t, objects that have interactions should be connected with edges. In the hu-
man motion prediction application scenario, joints are connected according to the human skeleton.
Thus, joints connection is fixed. However, in the autonomous driving application scenario, such an
interaction happens when two objects are close to each other. The edge set E is composed of two
parts: (1) The first part describes the interaction information between two objects in spatial space
at time t. We call it “spatial edge” and denote it as ES = {vitvjt|(i, j ∈ D)}, where D is a set
in which objects are close to each other. In this dissertation, we define that two objects are close
if their distance is less than a threshold of Dclose. In Figure 4.1, we demonstrate this concept on
“Raw Data" using two blue circles with a radius of Dclose. All objects within the blue circle are
regarded as close to the one located in the middle of the circle. Thus, the top object has three close
neighbors, and the lower one only has one neighbor. (2) The second part is the inter-frame edges,
which represents the historical information frame by frame in temporal space. Each observed ob-
ject in one time-step is connected to itself in another time-step via the temporal edge and such
edges are denoted as EF = {vitvi(t+1)}. Thus, all edges in EF of one particular object represent
its trajectory over time steps.
To make the computation more efficient, we represent this graph using an adjacency matrix
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A = {A0, A1}, where A0 is an identity matrix I representing self-connections in temporal space,
and A1 is a spatial connection adjacency matrix. Thus, at any time t,
A0[i][j](orA1[i][j]) =
1, if edge 〈vit, vjt〉 ∈ E0, otherwise (4.4)
Both A0 and A1 have a size of (n × n), where n equals to the number of considered joints of a
human body (or the number of observed traffic objects in a scene).
4.2.2 Graph Convolutional Model
The Graph Convolutional Model consists of several convolutional layers as well as graph opera-
tions. These convolutional layers are designed to capture useful temporal features, e.g., motion
pattern of one object, and graph operations to handle the inter-object interaction in spatial space.
Thus, as shown in Figure 4.1 (5 convolutional layers and 5 graph operation layers are illustrated),
one graph operation layer is added to the end of each convolutional layer in this Graph Convolu-
tional Model to process the input data temporally and spatially alternatively. Based on the common
experience, a deeper layer of a CNN network extracts higher-level semantic meaning features than
a lower layer. Besides, each channel of a CNN layer represents one type of features. Thus, we
increase the number of channels (from 64 to 256) of a layer as the depth goes deeper.
1) Convolutional Layer
Given a preprocessed input data Finput := RN×T×C (where N is the number of objects, T is the
observed time steps, and C is the dimension of the coordinates), the model first passes it through
a convolutional layer to compute convolutional feature maps fconv. We set the kernel size of
convolutional layers to (1 × 3) to force them to process the data along the temporal dimension
(second dimension). Appropriate paddings and strides are added to make sure that each layer has
an output feature map with expected size.
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2) Graph Operation Layer
Then, we feed the generated convolutional feature maps fconv to a graph operation layer to take
the interactions of connected joints (or surrounding objects) into account. The graph operation
involves multiplying normalized version of matrix A with fconv using the following formula:
fgraph =
1∑
j=0
Λ
− 1
2
j AjΛ
− 1
2
j fconv (4.5)
where A is the adjacency matrix we constructed in subsection 4.2.1 and Λj is computed as:
Λiij =
∑
k
(Aikj ) + α (4.6)
Λ−
1
2AΛ−
1
2 is a normalized version of A, which is used to make sure that the value range of feature
maps remain unchanged after performing the graph operations.We set α = 0.001 to avoid empty
rows in Aj .
In Figure 4.2, we explain the effect of our Graph Convolutional model using two examples.
The upper row shows an example using human joints data while the lower row is an autonomous-
driving example. Let’s take one human joint (shoulder) as an example. Before feeding an input
data (Figure 4.2(a)) into a Graph Convolutional Neural (GCN) model, one joint (marked using a
red circle) only consists of its own information (coordinates). After we pass the data through one
GCN layer (Figure 4.2(b)), the information of the red joint is updated based on all highlighted joints
(circled with a red dashed line). These highlighted joints are connected to the red joint, so the GCN
considers the impact of all of them. If we pass the data through more GCN layers (Figure 4.2 (c)
and (d)), more related joints will be considered. Thus, each layer considers joints within different
ranges, and after a few layers, all joints will be included. In other words, our model extracts feature
based on human structural information and gradually expand its receptive field.
It is similar for the autonomous driving example. The only difference is that the connected
traffic agents are not fixed and pre-designed, but are decided based on distances. Each time, one
GCN layer expands its receptive field by considering all nearby objects of highlighted traffic agents
(within a red-dashed circle).
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Figure 4.2: The effect of a Graph Convolutional model.
4.2.3 Trajectory Prediction Model
This model predicts the future trajectories for all considered joints (or observed objects in a scene)
simultaneously. The Trajectory Prediction Model is an LSTM encoder-decoder network that takes
the computed output of the Graph Convolutional Model fgraph as input. The output of the graph
convolutional model is fed into the encoder LSTM at each time step. Then, the hidden feature
of the encoder LSTM, as well as coordinates of objects at the previous time step, are fed into
a decoder LSTM to predict the position coordinates at the current time step. Such a decoding
process is repeated several times until the model predicts positions for all expected time steps (tf )
in the future.
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4.2.4 Implementation Details
Our scheme is implemented using Python Programming Language and PyTorch Library [121].
We report the implementation details of our scheme and the settings of important parameters as
follows.
Input Preprocessing Model: For human motion prediction, we consider n joints (n is variant
for different datasets) of a human body. n joints are connected according to the human skeleton.
For self-driving application scenario, we process a traffic scene within 180 feet (± 90 feet). All
objects within this region will be observed and predicted in the future. While constructing the
graph, we consider two objects are close if their distance is less than 25 feet (Dclose = 25). Thus,
any pair of objects within 25 feet are connected using a spatial edge, es ∈ ES . Please refer to our
ablation study in section 4.3.5 for more details.
Graph Convolutional Model: The Graph Convolutional Model consists of 10 convolutional
layers, denoted as {conv2d_i|i = 1, 2, · · · , 10}. All Conv2D layers have a convolutional kernel
with a size of (1 × 3). Among all of these 10 Conv2D layers, we set stride = 2 for conv2d_5
and conv2d_8 to achieve some pooling effects, but use stride = 1 for remaining layers. The
output channel of the first Conv2D is set to 64. We double the number of output channels when
stride = 2. Thus, the final output of the Graph Convolution Model has 256 channels.
Each of these convolutional layers is followed by a graph operation layer. Graph operation
layers do not change the size of features, and they share the same adjacency matrix. To avoid
overfitting, we randomly dropout features (0.5 probability) after each graph operation.
Trajectory Prediction Model: Both the encoder and decoder of this prediction model are a
two-layer LSTM. We set the number of hidden units of these two LSTMs equals to the output
dimension (e.g., 2 × n, where n is the number of objects and 2 is the x, y coordinates). The input
of the encoder has 256 channels that are the same as the output of the Graph Convolutional Model.
We add a tanh activation function to the output layers of both LSTMs to rescale the output to range
of (-1, 1).
Optimization: We train our model as a regression task at each time. The overall loss can be
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computed as:
Loss =
1
tf
tf∑
t=1
losst (4.7)
=
1
tf
tf∑
t=1
∥∥Y tpred − Y tGT∥∥2 (4.8)
where tf is the time step in the future (in Figure 4.1, tf = 3), losst is the loss at time t, Ypred and
YGT are predicted positions and ground truth respectively. The model is trained to minimize the
Loss.
Training Process: We train the model using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer
with 0.001 starting learning rate. The learning rate is reduced by multiplying with 0.1 once per
5 epochs until the loss becomes converged. As done in [35], we set batch_size = 128 during
training.
4.3 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed model in two tasks (1) human motion prediction and (2) traffic agents
trajectory prediction. The model was run on a desktop running Ubuntu 16.04 with 4.0 GHz Intel
Core i7 CPU, 32GB Memory, and a NVIDIA Titan Xp Graphics Card.
4.3.1 Datasets
Human 3.6M Dataset: The Human 3.6M dataset [67] is one of the largest datasets of human
motion capture dataset. This dataset consists of motion capture data from 7 actors performing 15
actions. In this dataset, 32 joint locations of each person are provided. Following previous work
[69, 113, 21], we use Subject 5 as the test data and Subjects 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 as training. Consistent
with the previous work [69, 113, 21], we train our model using the past 50 frames (2000 s) and
predict the future 10 frames (400 ms) for short-term prediction. For the long-term forecast, the
model predicts the next 25 frames (2000 ms).
Penn Action Dataset: The Penn Action Dataset [183] provides 13 human joint coordinates
over 15 different actions. In total, this dataset consists of 2326 video sequences. Following [183,
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15, 21], we split the dataset into 1258 training video sequences and 1068 testing video sequences.
For this dataset, the model only takes the first frame as its input, and predicts the next 15 frames.
NGSIM Dataset: We evaluate our scheme on two well known traffic trajectory prediction
datasets: NGSIM I-80 [27] and US-101 [26]. Both datasets were captured at 10 Hz over 45 minutes
and segmented into 15 minutes of mild, moderate and congested traffic conditions. These two
datasets consist of trajectories of vehicles on real freeway traffic. Coordinates of cars in a local
coordinate system are provided. We follow Deo et al. [36, 34, 35] to split these two datasets into
training and testing sets. One-fourth of the data from each of the three subsets (mild, moderate, and
congested traffic conditions) are selected for testing. Each trajectory is segmented into 8 seconds
clips that the first 3 seconds are used as observed track history and the remaining 5 seconds are the
prediction ground truth. To make a fair comparison, we also do the same downsampling for each
segment by a factor 2 as Deo et al. did, i.e. 5 frames per second. The code for dataset segmentation
can be downloaded from their Github i.
4.3.2 Metrics
Three metrics are used in this chapter:
MAE distance: Following [21], mean average error (MAE) is used for the Human 3.6M
dataset. It measures the mean average distance between the predicted pose in the angle space
and the ground-truth pose.
PCK@0.05: The PCK@0.05 metric is used for the Penn Action dataset as done in [15, 21].
The PCK metric calculates the percentage of joint locations correctly predicted by the model. With
the threshold 0.05, a joint location is counted as correctly predicted if the normalized distance
between its predicted and ground-truth locations is less than 0.05. The distance is normalized typ-
ically based on the size of the full body or the head. Since we have the coordinates of human body
joints, we normalize the distance by max(h,w), where h and w are the height and width of the
human body (longest distance between any two joints in height and width dimensions separately).
RMSE: We use the same experimental settings and evaluation metrics as [35] and [82] for
NGSIM datasets. In this chapter, we report our results in terms of the root of the mean squared
ihttps://github.com/nachiket92/conv-social-pooling
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error (RMSE) of the predicted trajectories in the future (5 seconds horizons). The RMSE at time t
can be computed as follows:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(Y tpred[i]− Y tGT [i])2 (4.9)
where n is the number of observed (predicted) objects, Y tpred and Y
t
GT are predicted results and
ground truth at time t correspondingly.
4.3.3 Experimental Results on Human 3.6M Dataset
We first evaluate the performance of our proposed GRIP in the filed of human motion prediction
using the Human 3.6M dataset. In Table 4.1, we report short-term prediction results over 4 common
actions from Human 3.6M dataset.
From this table, one can see that our proposed GRIP achieves better results than the state-of-
the-art solution. GRIP only performs a little worse (0.01 worse in terms of MAE) than TP-RNN
at 320 ms for the “Eating" action. Besides that, GRIP performs better than all existing solutions.
Especially for “Smoking” and “Discussion”, GRIP achieves much lower error than the state-of-
the-art scheme (QuaterNet). These results prove that GRIP performs well in the human motion
short-term prediction task.
Walking Eating Smoking Discussion
milliseconds 80 160 320 400 80 160 320 400 80 160 320 400 80 160 320 400
ERD [49] 0.93 1.18 1.59 1.78 1.27 1.45 1.66 1.80 1.66 1.95 2.35 2.42 2.27 2.47 2.68 2.76
LSTM-3LR [49] 0.77 1.00 1.29 1.47 0.89 1.09 1.35 1.46 1.34 1.65 2.04 2.16 1.88 2.12 2.25 2.23
SRNN [69] 0.81 0.94 1.16 1.30 0.97 1.14 1.35 1.46 1.45 1.68 1.94 2.08 1.22 1.49 1.83 1.93
Residual [113] 0.28 0.49 0.72 0.81 0.23 0.39 0.62 0.76 0.33 0.61 1.05 1.15 0.31 0.68 1.01 1.09
TP-RNN [21] 0.25 0.41 0.58 0.65 0.20 0.33 0.53 0.67 0.26 0.47 0.88 0.90 0.30 0.66 0.96 1.04
QuaterNet [124] 0.21 0.34 0.56 0.62 0.20 0.35 0.58 0.70 0.25 0.47 0.93 0.90 0.26 0.60 0.85 0.93
GRIP (Ours) 0.20 0.34 0.55 0.62 0.17 0.30 0.54 0.66 0.23 0.43 0.85 0.82 0.23 0.57 0.82 0.90
Table 4.1: MAE for short-term prediction over four actions from Human 3.6M Dataset. In each
column, the best results are typeset in boldface and the second best are underlined (the lower the
better).
We also report GRIP’s long-term prediction results in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. From Table
4.2, one can see that GRIP achieves better results at all considered future time steps on 4 common
actions of the Human 3.6M dataset. If we compare Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, we can notice that GRIP
performs better in making long-term predictions than short-term predictions. Specifically, when
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making long-term predictions, GRIP gains more improvement from the stat-of-the-art solution than
making short-term predictions. It is because that GRIP considers the impacts of nearby objects,
which helps the model make a longer precise prediction.
Walking Eating Smoking Discussion
milliseconds 80 160 320 560 1000 80 160 320 560 1000 80 160 320 560 1000 80 160 320 560 1000
ERD [49] 1.30 1.56 1.84 2.00 2.38 1.66 1.93 2.88 2.36 2.41 2.34 2.74 3.73 3.68 3.82 2.67 2.97 3.23 3.47 2.92
LSTM-3LR [49] 1.18 1.50 1.67 1.81 2.20 1.36 1.79 2.29 2.49 2.82 2.05 2.34 3.10 3.24 3.42 2.25 2.33 2.45 2.48 2.93
SRNN [69] 1.08 1.34 1.60 1.90 2.13 1.35 1.71 2.12 2.28 2.58 1.90 2.30 2.90 3.21 3.23 1.67 2.03 2.20 2.39 2.43
Droupoout-AE [52] 1.00 1.11 1.39 1.55 1.39 1.31 1.49 1.86 1.76 2.01 0.92 1.03 1.15 1.38 1.77 1.11 1.20 1.38 1.53 1.73
Residual [113] 0.32 0.54 0.72 0.86 0.96 0.25 0.42 0.64 0.94 1.30 0.33 0.60 1.01 1.23 1.83 0.34 0.74 1.04 1.43 1.75
TP-RNN [21] 0.25 0.41 0.58 0.74 0.77 0.20 0.33 0.53 0.84 1.14 0.26 0.48 0.88 0.98 1.66 0.30 0.66 0.98 1.39 1.74
GRIP (Ours) 0.22 0.37 0.56 0.69 0.73 0.19 0.32 0.53 0.66 1.13 0.24 0.45 0.87 0.94 1.58 0.25 0.58 0.84 1.29 1.67
Table 4.2: MAE for long-term prediction over four actions from Human 3.6M Dataset. In each
column, the best results are typeset in boldface and the second best are underlined (the lower the
better).
In Table 4.3, we report the remaining 11 actions in Human 3.6M dataset and the average pre-
diction results over all of the actions. GRIP achieves better long-term predictions for most actions.
Precisely, GRIP only performs worse at 7 predictions out of 66 predictions than the existing solu-
tions. In average (“Average of all 15” columns), GRIP improves the performance of the state-of-
the-art solution by almost 0.1 in terms of MAE.
Directions Greeting Talking on the phone
milliseconds 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000
Residual [113] 0.44 0.69 0.83 0.94 1.03 1.49 0.53 0.88 1.29 1.45 1.72 1.89 0.61 1.12 1.57 1.74 1.59 1.92
TP-RNN [21] 0.38 0.59 0.75 0.83 0.95 1.38 0.51 0.86 1.27 1.44 1.72 1.81 0.57 1.08 1.44 1.59 1.47 1.68
GRIP (Ours) 0.34 0.49 0.70 0.80 0.89 1.28 0.45 0.75 1.11 1.27 1.53 1.62 0.56 1.07 1.41 1.55 1.52 1.72
Posing Purchases Sitting
milliseconds 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000
Residual [113] 0.47 0.87 1.49 1.76 1.96 2.35 0.60 0.86 1.24 1.30 1.58 2.26 0.44 0.74 1.19 1.40 1.57 2.03
TP-RNN [21] 0.42 0.76 1.29 1.54 1.75 2.47 0.59 0.82 1.12 1.18 1.52 2.28 0.41 0.66 1.07 1.22 1.35 1.74
GRIP (Ours) 0.22 0.49 1.09 1.34 1.61 2.35 0.58 0.83 1.18 1.23 1.55 2.31 0.34 0.53 0.91 1.09 1.22 1.58
Sitting down Taking photo Waiting
milliseconds 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000
Residual [113] 0.51 0.93 1.44 1.65 1.94 2.55 0.33 0.65 0.97 1.09 1.19 1.47 0.34 0.65 1.09 1.28 1.61 2.27
TP-RNN [21] 0.41 0.79 1.13 1.27 1.47 1.93 0.26 0.51 0.80 0.95 1.08 1.35 0.30 0.60 1.09 1.31 1.71 2.46
GRIP (Ours) 0.35 0.68 0.99 1.11 1.28 1.84 0.22 0.45 0.72 0.85 0.97 1.18 0.28 0.55 0.99 1.20 1.54 2.23
Walking dog Walking together Average of all 15
milliseconds 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000 80 160 320 400 560 1000
Residual [113] 0.56 0.95 1.28 1.39 1.68 1.92 0.31 0.61 0.84 0.89 1.00 1.43 0.43 0.75 1.11 1.24 1.42 1.83
TP-RNN [21] 0.53 0.93 1.24 1.38 1.73 1.98 0.23 0.47 0.67 0.71 0.78 1.28 0.37 0.66 0.99 1.11 1.30 1.71
GRIP (Ours) 0.50 0.84 1.14 1.27 1.56 1.87 0.21 0.43 0.59 0.63 0.69 1.24 0.33 0.59 0.91 1.02 1.20 1.62
Table 4.3: MAE for long-term prediction over the remaining 11 actions in Human 3.6M Dataset.
In each column, the best results are typeset in boldface (the lower the better).
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4.3.4 Experimental Results on Penn Action Dataset
We evaluate the performance of our GRIP on another human motion prediction dataset, the Penn
Action dataset. In Table 4.4, we compare our GRIP with some prior works in terms of PCK@0.05.
The values in Table 4.4 are the higher, the better. On this dataset, GRIP also achieves better than the
state-of-the-art solutions at most time steps (14 out of 16 predictions). Consistently, GRIP works
much better in making long-term predictions than other schemes.
Future Frame 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Residual [113] 82.4 68.3 58.5 50.9 44.7 40.0 36.4 33.4 31.3 29.5 28.3 27.3 26.4 25.7 25.0 24.5
3D-PFNet [15] 79.2 60.0 49.0 43.9 41.5 40.3 39.8 39.7 40.1 40.5 41.1 41.6 42.3 42.9 43.2 43.3
TP-RNN w/o init vel. [21] 82.3 68.9 61.5 56.9 53.9 51.7 50.0 48.5 47.3 46.2 45.6 45.0 44.6 44.3 44.1 43.9
TP-RNN w/ init vel. [21] 84.5 72.0 64.8 60.3 57.2 55.0 53.4 52.1 50.9 50.0 49.3 48.7 48.3 47.9 47.6 47.3
GRIP (Ours) 84.0 71.7 64.8 60.7 57.8 55.9 54.2 52.8 52.4 51.9 51.6 51.4 51.3 51.3 51.2 51.1
Table 4.4: Comparison to prior works using the Penn Action dataset in terms of PCK@0.05 (the
higher the better). In each column, the best results are typeset in boldface and the second best are
underlined.
4.3.5 Ablation Study on NGSIM Dataset
Considering that the graph representation of traffic agents are built according to the distances of
objects, thus in this subsection, we do two ablation studies about our scheme in the self-driving
application scenario using NGSIM datasets:
(1) We defined a thresholdDclose in section 4.2.1. Two objects withinDclose range are regarded
as close to each other. We first explore how this threshold impacts the performance of our model.
In Figure 4.3, we compare results when Dclose is set to different values. One can see that the
prediction error when Dclose = 0 (when none of the surrounding objects are considered, blue bars
in Figure 4.3) is higher than the results when Dclose > 0 (taking nearby objects into account).
Thus, considering the surrounding object indeed helps our model make a better prediction.
Also, we notice that the prediction error increases when Dclose increases from 25 feet (orange
bars) to 50 feet (green bars). This is because more objects are involved when predicting the motion
of an object. In real life, a traffic agent is more likely to be only impacted by its closest objects.
Thus, considering too many surrounding objects does not help to improve the prediction accuracy.
Based on this observation, in this chapter, we set Dclose = 25 feet as our default setting unless
specified otherwise.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison among various Dclose values.
(2) Given an input stream consisting of observed objects’ past trajectories, our model is able
to predict future trajectories for all observed objects. Thus, in Figure 4.4, we report the prediction
error for objects at different locations, e.g., −60 or −45 feet, within the observed area. In Figure
4.4, traffic agents are moving from location −90 to location 90 (left to right).
First, one may notice that the prediction error decreases from location −90 to −45, and then
increases after −45. Such an observation is obvious on the top 3 curves (“Future 5/4/3 second”).
This is impacted by the clue information from surrounding objects. Because objects are moving
from left to right in Figure 4.4, so objects located at 90 can only observe objects behind them, while
objects at−90 can only see objects in front of them. Thus, prediction error at−90 is lower than the
error at 90 concludes that front objects are more important than behind objects for our trajectory
prediction model. This is also the reason why prediction error increases after −45 (less and less
front objects are observed from left to right).
In addition, considering that predicting the motion of an object in far future is difficult. Thus,
in Figure 4.4, the error of a long time prediction is higher than a shorter time prediction (Curve
“Future 5 second” is above curve “Future 1 second”).
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Figure 4.4: Prediction error at different locations.
4.3.6 Comparison Results on NGSIM Dataset
In this subsection, we compare our proposed scheme to the following baselines (as done in [35])
and some existing solutions using NGSIM dataset:
• Constant Velocity (CV): This is a baseline that only uses a constant velocity Kalman filter to
predict trajectories in the future.
• Vanilla LSTM (V-LSTM): A baseline that feeds a tack history of the predicted object to an
LSTM model to predict a distribution of its future position.
• C-VGMM + VIM: In [34], Deo et al. propose a maneuver based variational Gaussian mixture
model with a Markov random field based vehicle interaction module.
• GAIL-GRU: Kuefler et al. [82] use a generative adversarial imitation learning model for
vehicle trajectory prediction. However, they use ground truth data for surrounding vehicles
as input during prediction phase.
• CS-LSTM (M): This is the model that an LSTM model with convolutional social pooling
layers proposed by Deo et al. in [35]. A maneuver classier is included.
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• CS-LSTM: A CS-LSTM model without the maneuver classifier described in [35].
Comparison results are reported in Table 4.5. Our model can predict the trajectories for all
observed objects simultaneously, while other schemes listed in Table 4.5 only predict one specific
object (in the middle position) each time. Thus, to make a fair comparison, we compute the RMSE
for the same objects as other schemes and report the result in the second column on the right side,
“GRIP (4CS-LSTM)”, of Table 4.5. Compared to the existing state-of-the-art result (CS-LSTM
[35]), our proposed GRIP improves the prediction performance by at least 28%. One may notice
that, after 3 seconds in the future, the prediction error of GRIP is a half meter (or longer) shorter
than CS-LSTM [35]. We believe that such an improvement can help an autonomous driving car
avoid many traffic accidents.
Prediction
Horizon (s)
CV V-LSTM
C-VGMM
+ VIM [34]
GAIL-
GRU
[82]
CS-
LSTM(M)
[35]
CS-LSTM
[35]
GRIP
(4CS-LSTM)
GRIP
(ALL)
1 0.73 0.68 0.66 0.69 0.62 0.61 0.37 (40%↑ -0.24) 0.64
2 1.78 1.65 1.56 1.51 1.29 1.27 0.86 (32%↑ -0.41) 1.13
3 3.13 2.91 2.75 2.55 2.13 2.09 1.45 (31%↑ -0.64) 1.80
4 4.78 4.46 4.24 3.65 3.20 3.10 2.21 (29%↑ -0.89) 2.62
5 6.68 6.27 5.99 4.71 4.52 4.37 3.16 (28%↑ -1.21) 3.60
Table 4.5: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for trajectory prediction on NGSIM I-80 and US-101
datasets. Data are converted into the meter unit. All results except ours are extracted from [35].
The smaller the value, the better.
Besides, we also report RMSE results for all predicted objects in the last column, “GRIP
(ALL)”, of Table 4.5. It is worth highlighting that:
• All schemes in Table 4.5 take the same data (an object in the middle position and its sur-
rounding objects) as their inputs. Our model predicts all observed objects simultaneously,
while others only predict the one in the central location.
• As we discussed the ablation study subsection 4.3.5, objects located at the edge of the ob-
served area, e.g., located at ±90 feet position, do not have enough surrounding objects as
input. Thus, the prediction errors of these objects are high, which results in the results in the
column of “GRIP (ALL)” are higher than “GRIP”.
Even so, our proposed GRIP still achieves better prediction results than all of the other existing
solutions.
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Then, compared the result of CS-LSTM(M) to CS-LSTM, one can see that CS-LSTM makes
slightly better prediction than CS-LSTM(M). This is consistent with our argument mentioned in
Chapter 1 that a wrong classification of maneuver type has an adverse effect on the trajectory
prediction.
4.3.7 Computation Time
Computation efficiency is one of the important performance indicators of an algorithm for au-
tonomous driving cars. Thus, we evaluate the computation time of our proposed GRIP and report
the results in Table 4.6.
To make a fair comparison, we downloaded the code of CS-LSTM [35] ii and ran it on our ma-
chine to collect its computation time. Both CS-LSTM and GRIP are implemented using PyTorch.
Scheme Predicted # Time (s) 128 batch Time (s) 1 batch
CS-LSTM [35] 1000 0.29 35.13
GRIP 1000 0.05 6.33
Table 4.6: Computation time
From Table 4.6, one can see that, when using 128 batch size, CS-LSTM [35] needs 0.29s to
predict trajectories for 1000 objects, while our proposed GRIP only takes 0.05s (5.8x faster). In
the autonomous driving application scenario, considering the limited resources, we can only set
batch_size = 1, so we report the results in the last column of Table 4.6. It shows that GRIP can
still run 5.5 times faster than CS-LSTM [35].
4.3.8 Visualization of Prediction Results
In Figure 4.5, we visualize several prediction results in mild, moderate, and congested traffic condi-
tions (from left to right) using the datasets NGSIM I-80 and US-101. After observing 3 seconds of
history trajectories, our model predicts the trajectories over 5 seconds horizon in the future. From
Figure 4.5, one can notice that:
• 1. From Figure 4.5a to Figure 4.5c, it is obvious that green-dashed lines (CS-LSTM) are
longer than yellow-dashed lines (ours) and farther from the red-dashed lines (ground truth).
iihttps://github.com/nachiket92/conv-social-pooling
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.5: Visualized Prediction Results. Blue rectangles are the cars located in the middle which
is the car that CS-LSTM [35] trys to predict. Black boxes are surrounding cars. Black-solid lines
are the observed history, red-dashed lines are the ground truth in the future, yellow-dashed lines are
the predicted results (5 seconds) of our GRIP, and the green-dashed lines are the predicted results
(5 seconds) of CS-LSTM [35]. Region from −90 to 90 feet are observed areas.
This proves that when feeding the same history trajectories (all objects in the scene) to mod-
els, our proposed GRIP makes a better prediction for the central object than CS-LSTM.
• 2. In Figure 4.5b, our model precisely predicts the trajectory of the top car even when it is
going to change lane in the next 5 seconds. In addition, the car in the left lane is affected by
the top car, and our model still successfully predict the trajectory for the car in the left lane.
• 3. Our proposed GRIP can predict all objects in the scene simultaneously, while CS-LSTM
can only predict the one located in the middle. Especially, in Figure 4.5e, we show a predic-
tion result in a scene that involves 15 cars. In this scene, although some cars move slowly
(vehicles in the middle lane) while others move faster (cars in the right lane), our proposed
GRIP model is able to predict their future trajectories correctly and simultaneously.
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Based on these observations from the visualized results, we can conclude that our proposed
scheme, GRIP, indeed improves the trajectory prediction performance compared to the existing
methods.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a novel scheme (GRIP) for the object trajectory prediction. Compared
to some existing specifically designed solutions, our GRIP is a general model that can be used for
human motion prediction, traffic agent trajectory prediction, and other trajectory prediction related
tasks. Besides, unlike some existing solutions that only predict the future trajectory for a single
traffic agent each time, GRIP is able to predict trajectories for all observed objects simultaneously.
GRIP enjoys these advantages because it uses a graph to represent the interaction among all con-
nected (or close) objects and employs an encoder-decoder LSTM model to make predictions. The
experimental results on four well-known public datasets (two for human motion prediction and
two for traffic trajectory prediction) show that our proposed model achieves much better prediction
results than existing methods and run 5 times faster than the state-of-the-art schemes.
Currently, GRIP only utilizes the LIDAR data. In some scenarios, there are multiple sensors,
e.g. RGB cameras, ultrasonic sensors. GRIP can be enhanced to utilize multiple sensor data
streams to improve further its prediction accuracy and also to handle the varying environmental
situations where the data stream from one particular sensor type may not be available or too sparse.
In addition, researchers can explore if information extracted from LIDAR can be replaced by infor-
mation extracted from other sensor types since LIDAR is expensive. For example, researchers in a
recent paper [165] proposed to convert image-based depth maps to pseudo-LIDAR representations
to improve 3D object detection for autonomous driving. Interested researchers can explore how
GRIP performs using pseudo-LIDAR information.
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Chapter 5
Data-free Automatic Acceleration of
Convolutional Networks
Many human activity recognition and human motion prediction models are suffering from slow
computation time, especially when we run them on mobile devices. As shown in Table 5.1, convo-
lutional operations (CNN1 and CNN2) in both SBGAR and ReHAR take up the most of the time.
Consistently, 2D convolution (Conv2D) also takes the longest time among all operations of GRIP.
Thus, we argue that if we can speed up the convolutional processes, we can speed up all of our
proposed schemes.
SBGAR (10 frames) ReHAR (10 frames)
Process Computation time (ms) Computation time (ms)
De-shake 2.42 2.42
Optical Flow image 19.77 19.77
Extract CNN1 Feature (VGG16) 40.41 40.41
Extract CNN2 Feature (VGG16) 40.41 40.41
Caption/Representation Generation 28.63 0.19
Activity Recognition 2.15 0.46
Total Time 133.79 103.66
GRIP Conv2D Graph Operation Encoder LSTM Decoder LSTM Total Time
Computation time (ms)
1 step prediction
4.44 1.31 0.60 0.79 7.14
Table 5.1: Computation time of all proposed schemes.
To achieve this goal, in this chapter, we propose a deep learning model decompression solution
to accelerate convolutional operations. Some related works are summarized in section 5.1. In
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section 5.2, we describe the architecture of DAC and our factorization method. The experimental
results are discussed in section 5.3, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.4.
5.1 Background
Much work has been done to do parameter decomposition. In this section, we will discuss some
prior work that decomposes convolutional layers. To simplify the description, we assume the
weight of the convolutional layer that we are going to decompose has a size of (n× kw × kh × c),
where n is the number of kernels, kw and kh are the spatial width and height of a kernel respectively,
and c is the number of channels of the input feature map.
First, Jaderberg et al. [68] propose a spatial decomposition method. The method decomposes
a convolutional layer with (n× kw × kh× c) kernel size into two layers. One has horizontal filters
with (c′ × kw × 1× c) kernel size and the other consists of vertical filters with (n× 1× kh × c′)
kernel size, where c′ is a new channel number for these two layers. In theory, this method indeed
reduces parameters. However, running the decomposed model on a mobile device that has limited
resources does not result in a significant speed up. This is due to the caching behavior of data. A
feature map is horizontally (or vertically) loaded into a continuous block of memory. When we
compute convolution using horizontal (vertical) filters, we access the memory sequentially. There
is no impact on running time. However, if we compute the convolution using vertical (horizontal)
filters, we cannot access memory sequentially any more which results in more cache misses and
hence longer computation time.
Then, Zhang et al. describe a channel decomposition method in [185]. It decomposes a con-
volutional layer with (n × kw × kh × c) kernel size into a convolutional layer with fewer out-
put channels and a pointwise convolutional layer. The newly generated convolutional layer has
(c′ × kw × kh × c) kernel size, and the pointwise convolutional layer has (n× 1× 1× c′) kernel
size. Notice that the first layer is also an ordinary convolutional layer, so it does not improve the
situation fundamentally.
Direct tensor decomposition methods including CP decomposition [89] and Tucker decompo-
sition [76] are also applied to accelerate networks. After these tensor decompositions, one convo-
lution layer will be factorized into 3 or 4 small layers with a bottleneck structure, opposite with
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[135] architecture. One big disadvantage of these tensor decomposition methods is that the depth
of network architecture is tripled (3x) compared to the original model, thus it increases the memory
access cost (MAC) and largely offset the gains from the reduction of FLOPs, as claimed in [111].
There are also many network decomposition works using low rank constraints in training pro-
cess or solving layer-wise regression problem with data samples [168, 2]. But all these methods
require the access of sufficient data from training/test domain. Our research focus is based on the
real application scenario with limited access of data. In this chapter, we propose a novel data-
free convolutional layers decomposition method and compare its performance to two most related
works [185, 68].
5.2 Proposed Solution
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Figure 5.1: The architecture of our proposed DAC. An input feature map consists of c channels (in
this figure, c = 3) is marked with different colors. In “Depthwise Layer”, kernels are only applied
on the channel with the same color. Thus, each channel is processed by r kernels.
The intuition of our proposed scheme is that the depthwise + pointwise combination runs ef-
ficiently on mobile devices has already been proven by MobileNet [62]. It will be useful if we
can convert an ordinary convolutional layer into such a structure and compute their weights from
the original layer directly. The feasibility of decomposing the weights of a convolutional layer has
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been mathematically proved by Zhang et al. [185].
5.2.1 Convolutional Layer Factorization
In this section, we propose a novel factorization method for convolutional layers. Figure 5.1 shows
the details of our scheme. An ordinary convolutional layer with the shape of (n × kw × kh × c)
is decomposed into two layers. One is a depthwise layer with the shape of (rC × kw × kh × 1),
and the other is a pointwise layer with the shape of (n× 1× 1× rC), where rC = r ∗ c and r is a
factor used to balance the trade-off between model compression ratio and accuracy drop. There is
no bias in the depthwise layer, and the bias vector in the original layer is assigned to the pointwise
layer.
Even though our scheme is inspired by MobileNet, it is worth highlighting the differences
between MobileNet and DAC. DAC has no non-linear layers (batch normalization layers and ac-
tivation layers) between the depthwise and the pointwise layers. The absence of non-linear lay-
ers makes DAC quantization friendly and hence suitable for further hardware acceleration, which
Sheng et al. [141] have already experimentally verified.
5.2.2 Weights Decomposition
Once a convolutional layer is factorized, we want to compute weights for the newly generated
layers (a depthwise and a pointwise layer) from the original weights directly. We assume T is the
trained weights of the original convolutional layer, and its shape is (n× kw × kh × c). We denote
Td ∈ D := RrC×kw×kh×1 as the weights of the depthwise layer and Ts ∈ S := Rn×1×1×rC as
the weights of the pointwise layer. Then, the objective function of factorizing a convolutional layer
is:
min
Td∈D,Ts∈S
‖T − Ts ∗ Td‖2F , (5.1)
where operator ∗ is the combination of convolution operations of the depthwise and the pointwise
layer, and ‖‖F is the Frobenius norm for tensor/matrix. Thus
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min
Td∈D,Ts∈S
‖T − Ts ∗ Td‖2F
= min
Td∈D,Ts∈S
C∑
i=1
‖Ti − Tsi ∗ Tdi‖2F
=
C∑
i=1
min
Tdi,T si
‖Ti − Tsi ∗ Tdi‖2F
=
C∑
i=1
min
Si,Di
‖Mi − SiDi‖2F .
Here matrices Mi, Si and Di are transformed from tensors Ti, Tsi and Tdi respectively.
According to the SVD theory, the solution of minimization problem min
Si,Di
‖Mi−SiDi‖2F is the
singular matrices with rank r, where the top r singular values can be merged into either Si or Di.
Also, Frobenius norm ‖‖F can be defined as ‖‖2,2 induced by L2 vector norm, so the above DAC
minimization objective function can be considered as
min
Td∈D,Ts∈S
‖T − Ts ∗ Td‖2F
= min
Td∈D,Ts∈S
sup
‖F‖2 6=0
‖(T − Ts ∗ Td)F‖2
‖F‖2 ,
where F is the input feature maps and ‖F‖2 is the vector L2 norm. In this formula, it minimizes
the output feature maps with approximation error measured in Euclidean space and the constraint
of the decomposition ‘rank’ r (the factor used to balance the trade-off between model compression
ratio and accuracy drop). The process of weights decomposition is described in Algorithm 1.
5.2.3 Computation Reduction
We consider the original convolutional layer with (n×kw×kh×c) kernel size takes a (Wf×Hf×c)
feature map F as an input and produces a (Wf ×Hf × n) feature map G, where Wf and Hf are
the spatial width and height of the feature maps. Here, we assume the output feature map has the
same spatial size as the input for simplification. Then, the computation cost of the convolutional
layer is: Wf ×Hf × c× kw × kh × n.
The computation cost depends on the number of input channels c, the number of output chan-
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Algorithm 1: DAC Weights Decomposition
Input : Weights of a convolutional layer: T ∈ Rn×kw×kh×c;
Decomposition Rank: r.
Output: Weights of the depthwise layer: Td ∈ RrC×kw×kh×1;
Weights of the pointwise layer: Ts ∈ Rn×1×1×rC
1 begin
2 list_d ∈ Rc×r×kw×kh×1 ← ∅
3 list_s ∈ Rn×1×1×r×c ← ∅
4 for i ∈ c do
5 Ti ← T [:, :, :, i] ∈ Rn×kw×kh
6 Mi ← Reshape(T i, (n, kw × kh)) ∈ Rn×kwkh
7 Di, Si ← Decompose(Mi, r)
8 list_d[i, :, :, :, :]← Di ∈ Rr×kw×kh×1
9 list_s[:, :, :, :, i]← Si ∈ Rn×1×1×r
10 Td← Reshape(list_d, (r × c, kw, kh, 1))
11 Ts← Reshape(list_s, (n, 1, 1, r × c))
12 function Decompose(M, r)
13 begin
14 U, Sigma, V ← SV D(M)
15 Ur ← U [:, : r] ∈ Rn×r
16 V r ← V [: r, :] ∈ Rr×kwkh
17 Sr ← Sigma[: r, : r] ∈ Rr×r
18 D ← Reshape(V r, (r, kw, kh, 1))
19 S ← Ur Sr
20 S ← Reshape(S, (n, 1, 1, r))
21 return D,S
nels n, the kernel size kw × kh and the input features map size Wf × Hf . After decomposition,
the newly generated depthwise and pointwise layer in total have the cost of Wf ×Hf × kw × kh×
rC +Wf ×Hf × rC × n, where rC = r ∗ c and the reduction in computation is
Wf ×Hf × kw × kh × rC +Wf ×Hf × rC × n
Wf ×Hf × c× kw × kh × n
=
r
n
+
r
kwkh
5.3 Experimental Results
To prove the universality of our proposed scheme, we apply DAC to four major application scenar-
ios in the field of Computer Vision: (1) Image Classification, (2) Object Detection, (3) Multi-person
Pose Estimation, and (4) Human Activity Recognition. We implement our scheme using Python
and Keras Library [24] with Tensorflow backend [1].
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5.3.1 Datasets
Five datasets are used in this chapter:
CIFAR-10 dataset: The CIFAR-10 dataset [81] consists of 50,000 training images and 10,000
test images in 10 categories. It is a small dataset, from which we can quickly get results after tuning
parameters. Thus, we use it for ablation study to get some insights about DAC, e.g., the impacts of
using different ranks or decomposing different layers.
ImageNet dataset: The ImageNet dataset [134] has 50,000 ILSVRC validation images in
1,000 object categories. We use this ILSVRC validation subset to evaluate the performance of
DAC in the task of image classification.
Pascal VOC2007 dataset: For object detection task, Pascal VOC2007 dataset [41] is used. It
consists of 4,952 testing images for object detection. The bounding box and label of each object
from twenty target classes have been annotated. Each image has one or multiple objects.
Microsoft COCO dataset: The Microsoft COCO dataset [101] is used to evaluate the per-
formance of DAC in the task of multi-person pose estimation. We use the COCO 2017 keypoints
subset which consists of 5,000 validation images and 40K testing images.
UCF Sports Action Dataset: The UCF Sports dataseti [132] is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of DAC in the task of human activity recognition. This dataset consists of a set of actions
collected from a wide range of stock footage websites including BBC Motion gallery and GettyIm-
ages. It consists of a total of 150 videos. Each video has one of these 10 action categories: diving,
golf swing, kicking, lifting, riding horse, running, skateboarding, swinging-bench, swinging-side,
and walking.
5.3.2 Ablation Study
Here, we use a pre-trained CIFAR-VGG modelii, a simple Convolutional Neural Network, on the
CIFAR-10 dataset as our original model. Figure 5.2 shows the architecture of the CIFAR-VGG. In
total, the CIFAR-VGG model has 13 convolutional layers. The original model (trained on CIFAR-
10 training subset) achieves 93.6% on CIFAR-10 testing subset.
ihttp://crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF_Sports_Action.php
iihttps://github.com/geifmany/cifar-vgg
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Figure 5.2: The architecture of the CIFAR-VGG.
First, we decompose a single convolutional layer to explore the impact of decomposing differ-
ent layers. Table 5.2 shows the details of testing accuracy when applying varying ranks (rank 1 to
rank 5) decomposition on different layers of CIFAR-VGG model. Each time, we only modify one
layer. All results are collected using decomposed weights directly (no access to data or any training
process).
Accuracy (%)
Original Model 93.6
Decomposed Layer Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 Rank5
conv2d_1 18.6 76.4 86.7 91.9 92.8
conv2d_2 39.1 86.5 91.6 92.7 93.2
conv2d_3 54.0 87.8 92.6 93.2 93.4
conv2d_4 31.4 83.7 91.8 92.8 93.2
conv2d_5 80.1 90.2 92.6 93.1 93.8
conv2d_6 84.3 90.9 92.8 93.3 93.4
conv2d_7 66.0 89.5 92.6 93.0 93.3
conv2d_8 83.2 91.1 92.6 93.0 93.2
conv2d_9 91.2 93.1 93.3 93.4 93.5
conv2d_10 91.7 93.2 93.3 93.3 93.4
conv2d_11 93.1 93.4 93.3 93.4 93.4
conv2d_12 93.3 93.4 93.4 93.4 93.5
conv2d_13 92.9 93.4 93.4 93.4 93.5
Table 5.2: Testing Accuracy on CIFAR-10 dataset when decomposing different layers of CIFAR-
VGG model using variant ranks.
From Table 5.2, we gain two insights: (a) Decomposing first few layers of a model causes large
drops in accuracy (75% drop when rank 1 decomposition is applied on layer conv2d_1), while
decomposing last few layers has a smaller impact on the accuracy (less than 1% drop when rank
1 decomposition is applied on layer conv2d_13). (b) Decomposing a layer using a larger rank
helps to maintain the accuracy. This can be observed by comparing different columns in the same
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row. These two insights are consistent with our intuition. (a) Decomposing a layer generates tiny
errors. If such errors occur at the beginning of a model, the errors will accumulate to bigger errors
at the final prediction. (b) Compared to smaller ranks, larger ranks generate more parameters in
the depthwise layers. Thus, the newly generated layers have more possibility of replicating the
performance of the original layer.
Next, we explore the performance of DAC when multiple convolutional layers are decomposed.
We decompose the model with two opposite directions: (1) from the last layer to the first one, and
(2) from the first layer to the last one. To simply the experiment, we use the same rank to decompose
all chosen layers. The experimental results are reported in Figure 5.3. First, one can quickly notice
that most decomposition cases (solid points) achieve high accuracies (higher than 91.6% or 2%
drop). Second, after saving 42% FLOPs, DAC still achieves 92.7% accuracy (drops less than 1%).
Both of these prove that our proposed DAC has the capability of maintaining accuracy when the
number of FLOPs is substantially reduced.
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Figure 5.3: Classification accuracy on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Each curve has 12 points that cor-
respond to different numbers of decomposed layers (2 to 13 layers from left to right). Solid spots
indicate the cases that last few layers are decomposed (layer “conv2d_13” included). Open spots
are the cases that first few layers are decomposed (“conv2d_1” layer included).
Besides, in Figure 5.3, red-star points (Rank 5) achieve high accuracies. If we compare the
solid (open) red-star marks to other solid (open) marks, we can notice that the above insights also
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hold in the case of decomposing multiple convolutional layers. Ten (eight) out of twelve Rank 5
decomposition cases (solid red-star spots) drop accuracy by less than 2% (1%). The worst solid
red-star case that achieves 91.2% (accuracy drops 2.4%) is caused by the decomposition of the first
layers of the model (first insight discussed above). It is worth highlighting that these decomposed
models that maintain high accuracies are generated by DAC without accessing data or training
process.
5.3.3 Image Classification
For the task of image classification, we use the VGG16 model proposed by Simonyan et al. in [146].
It includes 12 (3x3) convolutional layers. We downloaded a modeliii pre-trained on ImageNet
dataset. All convolutional layers but the first one are decomposed considering the first insight we
got in our ablation study.
Here we compare our approach with two schemes, namely, the Filter Reconstruction Opti-
mization proposed by Jaderberg et al. [68] (Spatial Decomp. in Table 5.3) and the Channel De-
composition method proposed by Zhang et al. [185] (Channel Decomp. in Table 5.3). Spatial
Decomposition is the one that does not need data and training like DAC as we discussed in Section
5.1. Although the Channel Decomposition requires some data, we can still use the method as a
filter reconstruction without accessing any data and training process. We implemented these two
algorithms ourselves. For fair comparison, we choose appropriate parameters for Channel Decom-
position and Spatial Decomposition, so that all schemes save roughly same FLOPs. Given a rank
r of DAC, the number of filters c′c in the first newly generated layer in Channel Decomposition can
be computed using:
c′c = r ∗
c(n+ khkw)
ckhkw + n
(5.2)
and for Spatial Decomposition, the number of filters c′s in the first newly generated layer is
c′s = r ∗
c(n+ khkw)
ckw + nkh
(5.3)
iiihttps://github.com/fchollet/deep-learning-models/releases/download/v0.1/vgg16_weights_tf_dim_ordering_tf_kernels.h5
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where n is the number of kernels in original convolutional layer, kw and kh are the spatial width
and height of a kernel respectively, and c is the number of channels of the input feature map.
Top-5(Top-1) Accuracy (%)
VGG16 [146] (Baseline) 88.9(69.2)
Method Saved 40% Saved 50% Saved 60%
Channel Decomp. [185] 86.5(65.6) 74.4(48.7) 43.3(20.8)
Spatial Decomp. [68] 88.6(68.5) 86.3(65.0) 78.0(52.5)
DAC (Ours) 88.6(68.5) 87.5(66.8) 84.7(62.5)
Table 5.3: Top-5(Top-1) Validation Accuracy on ImageNet dataset
Table 5.3 shows the accuracy of the model (after saving 40%, 50%, and 60% FLOPs respec-
tively) on ImageNet validation set. First, DAC maintains high accuracy on both Top-1 and Top-5
accuracy even when a significant amount of FLOPs are reduced. Second, compared to the Chan-
nel Decomposition and Spatial Decomposition, DAC performs better. Especially when we saved
60% FLOPs, DAC achieves 41.4% higher accuracy than Channel Decomposition and 6.7% higher
accuracy than Spatial Decomposition.
5.3.4 Multi-person Pose Estimation
For the task of multi-person pose estimation, we use the scheme proposed by Cao et al. [12].
Figure 5.4 is the architecture extracted from their paper. After generating the feature map F by
a convolutional network (initialized by the first 10 layers of VGG-19 [146] and fine-tuned), the
model is split into two branches: the top branch predicts the confidence maps, and the bottom
branch predicts the affinity fields.
We download an implementation of Cao’s model iv that was pre-trained on Microsoft COCO
dataset as our original model. It achieves 57.9% average precision (AP) on the validation subset of
2017 COCO keypoints challenge. This model consists of six stages, which means t ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
in Figure 5.4. Thus, the first stage (Stage 1) has 6 convolutional layers (3x3 kernel size), and each
of the following stage (Stage 2 to Stage 6) includes 10 convolutional layers (7x7 kernel size). Based
on the above two insights, we decompose the model from the bottom to the top with variant ranks
(from Rank20 to Rank3). Because the full rank of a (3x3) convolutional kernel (in Stage 1) is 9,
ivhttps://github.com/anatolix/keras_Realtime_Multi-Person_Pose_Estimation
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Figure 5.4: The model architecture figure extracted from [12].
so we set the maximum rank used to decompose these (3x3) convolutional layers equals to 5 for a
large compression ratio.
Figure 5.5 shows the experimental results. First, it is obvious that in the task of person pose
estimation, the DAC also maintains high accuracy without any retraining when large amounts of
FLOPs are saved. Our proposed DAC saves up to 46% FLOPs when 2% AP drop is allowed. Sec-
ond, for each curve, the AP decreases with decreasing decomposition rank. This observation is
consistent with the above second insight. Then, we notice that “Decompose last 6 stages” achieves
similar results (similar saved ratios and APs) as “Decompose last 5 stages” does. This can be
explained as follows: the “Decompose last 6 stages” includes Stage 1 in which all decomposed
convolutional layers (6 layers) have (3x3) kernel size. Comparing to a convolutional layer with
(7x7) kernel size, these layers have much fewer parameters, so decomposing them does not con-
tribute much.
Table 5.4 shows the accuracy of the model (after saving 40%, 50%, and 60% FLOPs respec-
tively) on COCO 2017 keypoint challenge. The parameters of Channel Decomposition and Spatial
Decomposition are computed using Equation 5.2 and 5.3 correspondingly. Compared to Chan-
nel and Spatial Decomposition, DAC achieves higher accuracy even when a significant amount of
FLOPs is reduced. After saving 60% FLOPs, Channel Decomposition cannot correctly detect any
person’s pose, while DAC can still achieve 7.1% higher accuracy than Spatial Decomposition.
Figure 5.6 shows the visualized multi-person pose estimation results on COCO dataset. It
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Figure 5.5: Results on the Microsoft COCO dataset. Each curve has 18 points that correspond to
different ranks (Rank20 to Rank3 from left to right).
Mean Average Precision (%)
Openpose [12] (Original) 57.9
Method Saved 40% Saved 50% Saved 60%
Channel Decomp. [185] 25.9 5.0 0
Spatial Decomp. [68] 55.9 54.4 45.4
DAC (Ours) 56.7 55.6 52.5
Table 5.4: Results on the COCO 2017 keypoint challenge
shows that after being decomposed using DAC, the model still works pretty well. There are only
small changes observed. For example, the decomposed model misses a leg of a person in the first
example (the second person on the right side) and the third sample ( the second person on the left
side).
5.3.5 Object Detection
Next, we evaluate the performance of DAC in the task of object detection using the Single Shot
MultiBox Detector (SSD) model proposed by Liu et al. [104]. Figure 5.7 shows the framework of
the SSD.
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Figure 5.6: Visualized results on COCO dataset. The first row shows the results generated using
the original weights, while the second row shows the results created using the model that saves
50% FLOPs.
We use a model v pre-trained on Pascal VOC2007 and VOC2012 trainval subset. The model
uses VGG-16 [146] as its base net that has (300x300) input size. The authors added ten extra
convolutional layers to the VGG-16 model to provide extra information. In total, 18 (3x3) convo-
lutional layers and 5 (1x1) convolutional layers are used to generate multi-scale feature maps for
detection, and 12 (3x3) convolutional layers are used to produce a fixed set of detection predictions.
This model achieves 76.5% on VOC2007 testing set.
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Fig. 2: A comparison between two single shot detection models: SSD and YOLO [5].
Our SSD model adds several feature layers to the end of a base network, which predict
the offsets to default boxes of different scales and aspect ratios and their associated
confidences. SSD with a 300 ⇥ 300 input size significantly outperforms its 448 ⇥ 448
YOLO counterpart in accuracy on VOC2007 test while also improving the speed.
box position relative to each feature map location (cf the architecture of YOLO[5] that
uses an intermediate fully connected layer instead of a convolutional filter for this step).
Default boxes and aspect ratios We associate a set of default bounding boxes with
each feature map cell, for multiple feature maps at the top of the network. The default
boxes tile the feature map in a convolutional manner, so that the position of each box
relative to its corresponding cell is fixed. At each feature map cell, we predict the offsets
relative to the default box shapes in the cell, as well as the per-class scores that indicate
the presence of a class instance in each of those boxes. Specifically, for each box out of
k at a given location, we compute c class scores and the 4 offsets relative to the original
default box shape. This results in a total of (c+ 4)k filters that are applied around each
location in the feature map, yielding (c+ 4)kmn outputs for am⇥ n feature map. For
an illustration of default boxes, please refer to Fig. 1. Our default boxes are similar to
the anchor boxes used in Faster R-CNN [2], however we apply them to several feature
maps of different resolutions. Allowing different default box shapes in several feature
maps let us efficiently discretize the space of possible output box shapes.
2.2 Training
The key difference between training SSD and training a typical detector that uses region
proposals, is that ground truth information needs to be assigned to specific outputs in
the fixed set of detector outputs. Some version of this is also required for training in
YOLO[5] and for the region proposal stage of Faster R-CNN[2] and MultiBox[7]. Once
this assignment is determined, the loss function and back propagation are applied end-
to-end. Training also involves choosing the set of default boxes and scales for detection
as well as the hard negative mining and data augmentation strategies.
Figure 5.7: SSD architecture extracted from [104]
There is no benefit in decomposing a convolutional layer with (1x1) kernel size, so we only de-
compose those layers with (3x3) kernel size. Furthermore, considering that decomposing first lay-
ers causes large drops of accuracy, we do not decompose the first convolutional layer of the model.
vhttps://github.com/pierluigiferrari/ssd_keras
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To simplify the description, we denote 18 layers (the first layer, conv1_1, is not decomposed)
that generate multi-scale feature maps by “Feature Convolutional Layers (FL)” and 12 layers that
produce detection predictions by “Detector Convolutional Layers (DL)”.
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Figure 5.8: Object detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 testing set. Nine spots on each curve
indicate Rank9 toward Rank1 correspondingly from left to right.
We demonstrate the experimental results in Figure 5.8. First, one can see that if 2% mAP drop
is acceptable, DAC saves up to 29% FLOPs. Second, decreasing the decomposition rank results in
a drop of mAP, which is also observed in the previous experiment. Third, compared to “DL”, “FL”
achieves a bigger FLOPs saved ratio. This is because that there are fewer layers in “DL” and each
layer in “DL” has fewer channels than layers in “FL”. In addition, for this model, the maximum
decomposition rank is 9 so when the decomposition rank is set to 9, the number of parameters
increases after decomposition. This is because that all layers we decompose in this model have
(3x3) kernel size whose full rank is 9. The newly generated depthwise layer with Rank9 has
the same number of parameters as the decomposed layer, while an extra pointwise layer that has
rC ×N × 1× 1 parameters is added.
Table 5.5 shows the comparison of the detection accuracy on PASCAL VOC2007 Dataset.
One can see that DAC achieves higher accuracy than other schemes. In Table 5.6, we list the
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Mean Average Precision (%)
SSD [104] (Original) 76.5
Method Saved 30% Saved 40% Saved 50%
Channel Decomp. [185] 62.2 60.0 52.4
Spatial Decomp. [68] 63.1 62.2 60.6
DAC (Ours) 74.8 71.4 60.8
Table 5.5: Object detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 Dataset.
details of the detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 testing set. Comparing the results of DAC
to the original model, one can see that decomposing the model using DAC does not impact the
performance of the model too much, for all categories. The change of the accuracy happens on
each category within a small range.
Model mAP(%) aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv
SSD[104](Original) 76.5 78.6 83.9 75.3 67.8 48.5 86.7 84.7 87.7 58.1 79.3 75.0 85.9 87.5 82.6 77.5 51.2 77.1 79.5 87.2 76.5
(DL) Channel[185] 76.1 77.6 83.8 75.8 66.6 45.7 86.4 84.5 87.6 58.1 78.6 74.5 86.1 87.4 82.5 77.0 50.3 76.8 79.7 87.8 75.1
(DL) Spatial[68] 76.1 77.9 83.2 75.3 67.2 46.0 86.3 84.4 86.9 58.2 78.9 74.5 85.5 87.3 82.7 76.9 51.0 76.5 79.4 87.7 75.7
(DL) DAC(Ours) 76.3 78.4 82.9 74.5 68.3 47.8 86.7 84.4 88.4 58.0 79.4 74.9 85.6 86.5 83.1 77.3 50.7 77.3 79.0 87.5 76.1
(FL) Channel[185] 62.2 70.4 69.7 63.8 52.9 38.3 75.1 79.8 72.8 42.2 73.2 38.0 65.7 76.3 69.6 64.0 38.8 66.6 53.4 75.6 57.3
(FL) Spatial[68] 63.2 73.7 69.7 64.6 52.0 39.0 75.6 79.9 77.6 42.6 73.2 39.5 70.7 76.3 71.3 65.5 37.9 67.0 53.0 77.9 56.1
(FL) DAC(Ours) 75.3 78.2 83.0 73.0 67.1 44.3 86.3 83.3 87.7 56.6 78.5 75.2 84.2 85.9 82.8 75.8 48.8 75.3 78.6 86.4 75.6
(DL+FL) Channel[185] 62.2 70.6 69.4 64.1 51.1 36.1 75.7 79.8 72.8 43.0 72.9 39.9 66.4 74.5 70.2 63.7 38.5 65.9 55.1 75.4 58.7
(DL+FL) Spatial[68] 63.1 73.8 70.3 64.1 50.8 37.8 75.3 79.8 76.9 43.0 74.3 39.8 69.7 75.8 70.9 64.5 38.6 68.9 54.1 77.9 56.2
(DL+FL) DAC(Ours) 74.8 76.4 81.1 73.1 66.0 44.6 85.9 83.1 88.1 56.5 76.8 74.0 84.3 86.1 83.1 75.5 47.7 74.1 77.5 86.1 75.7
Table 5.6: Detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 testing set. All results expected original are
collected using the SSD300 model decomposed with Rank6. “DL” indicates only Detector Convo-
lutional Layers are decomposed and “FL” indicates only Feature Convolutional Layers are decom-
posed.
Figure 5.9 shows the visualized object detection results on PASCAL VOC2007 testing set.
From the first two samples, one can see that after being decomposed, the model can still correctly
detect objects. The locations and sizes of the detected bounding boxes have small changes. The
third sample is an example that the original model does not detect an object (the bottle) that is
successfully detected by our decomposed model. The fourth sample shows an extra false positive
example (an unexpected potted-plant is detected), the fifth sample is a missing example (miss the
car on the right), and the last sample is an example that the detected label changed (from bird to
dog).
5.3.6 Human Activity Recognition
Then, we evaluate the performance of DAC in the task of human activity using our ReHAR model
proposed in Chapter 3. Figure 3.1 shows its framework. We use our proposed ReHAR model that
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Figure 5.9: Visualized results on PASCAL VOC2007 dataset. The first row shows the results gen-
erated using the original weights, while the second row shows the results created using a model that
saves 40% FLOPs. Red dashed rectangles are ground truths. The first two samples are examples
that the model works well after being decomposed, the third sample shows an example that DAC
helps improve the performance, while the following three samples are different kinds of errors
caused by decomposition.
achieves 90.4% 5-fold cross-validation accuracy on the UCF Sports Action Dataset. The model
consists of two CNN networks (CNN1 and CNN2) for feature extraction. We decompose both
CNN networks (VGG16) using DAC and report the results in Table 5.7.
5-fold cross-validation Accuracy (%)
ReHAR (Original) 90.4
Method Saved 30% Saved 40% Saved 50% Saved 60% Saved 70%
Channel Decomp. [185] 88.4 88.3 83.6 64.2 50.7
Spatial Decomp. [68] 90.2 88.2 88.0 76.1 58.5
DAC (Ours) 90.3 90.3 89.8 85.4 75.5
Table 5.7: Human activity recognition results on the Sports Action Dataset.
The experimental results show that DAC still works in the task of Human Activity Recognition.
More specifically, it works for CNN+LSTM structure. Compared to two existing data-free decom-
position schemes (Channel Decomposition and Spatial Decomposition), DAC maintains higher
accuracy. Even after saving 60% FLOPs using DAC, the accuracy of the model only drops 5%.
However, the other two schemes cause more than 10% accuracy drops. It is worth highlighting
that all of these three schemes perform well on ReHAR if its saved FLOPs are not larger than 50%
(Saved 30%, 40%, and 50% in Table 5.7). Usually, a decomposed CNN network generates poorer
features, which should result in large accuracy drops. However, in ReHAR, we feed such poorer
features to two LSTM models (LSTM1 and LSTM2), which improves the robustness of ReHAR
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towards negative impacts of decomposition. Even though the extracted features are poor, the final
accuracy results are still good, which proves the robustness of ReHAR.
In addition, we also report the computation time of ReHAR after being decomposed using
DAC in Table 5.8. The computation time of a deep learning model depends on many factors,
e.g., hardware (memory size of a GPU), model structures (with/without a loop/skip connection),
hyperparameter (batch size), and so on. In this experiment, we tried our best to fix other factors and
let the computation time reported in Table 5.8 be only impacted by the FLOPs of a model. From this
experimental result, one can see that DAC speeds up CNN networks. More saved FLOPs results
in more acceleration. More saved FLOPs results in more acceleration, but accuracy may drop, so
a good tradeoff point should be chosen to meet the performance requirements of the application
scenario where DAC is applied.
Process ReHAR (Ori.) Saved 30% Saved 40% Saved 50% Saved 60% Saved 70%
De-shake 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42
Optical Flow image 19.77 19.77 19.77 19.77 19.77 19.77
CNN1 (VGG16) 40.41 28.76 27.74 25.41 23.94 17.70
CNN2 (VGG16) 40.41 28.76 27.74 25.41 23.94 17.70
Representation Generation (LSTM1) 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
Activity Recognition (LSTM2) 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
Total Time (ms) 103.66 80.36 78.32 73.66 70.72 58.24
Table 5.8: Computation time (ms) of ReHAR. All results are collected using 10 frames as input
and average over 10 runs.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a novel decomposition method, namely DAC. Given a pre-trained
model, DAC is able to factorize an ordinary convolutional layer into two layers with much fewer
parameters and computes their weights by decomposing the original weights directly. Thus, no
training (or fine-tuning) or any data is needed. The experimental results on four computer vision
tasks show that DAC reduces a large fraction, e.g., 30% to 70%, of FLOPs while maintaining high
accuracy of a pre-trained model.
Similar to DAC, Thakker et al. [154] propose a Hybrid Matric Decomposition to compress
RNN networks. Pan et al. [120] utilize the low-rank tensor ring decomposition to accelerate an
LSTM model. The proposed DAC can also be used for RNN acceleration with a small modification.
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Considering an LSTM model takes an input with a size of (T,N,D), where T is the number
of time steps, N is the batch size, and D is the dimension of the feature. At each step of an
LSTM, the weights in the LSTM cell have a size of (D,O) (O is the output dimension). When we
compress an LSTM model, we decompose weights (size is (D,O)). The size of a weight is the
same size as the input of the “Decompose” function in Algorithm 1. Thus, to decompose an LSTM
model, DAC only needs to take one weight in the LSTM cell as input and decompose the weight
into two separate parts using the “Decompose” function. The channel loop (line 4) and reshape
operations (line 6, 10, and 11) in Algorithm 1 are not needed anymore. Interested researchers can
explore how this enhanced DAC performs compared to [154, 120]. In addition, it is also interesting
to explore the possibility of applying DAC to other deep learning models, e.g., Reinforcement-
Learning [39, 40].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we focused on the topic of human activity recognition and prediction from videos.
Our specific goals are to explore more efficient algorithms with high accuracy that can be deployed
on resource-constrained devices. Our contribution to the community is four novel proposed deep
learning solutions. Specifically, two efficient models [94, 95] are discussed for human activity
recognition, one general motion prediction scheme [96] is proposed for human motion prediction
as well as motion planning in self-driving cars, and one novel model decomposition scheme [97] is
proposed to accelerate deep learning-based models. In the rest of this chapter, we will summarize
each of these proposed schemes and discuss potential future work that other researchers can work
on.
6.1 Summary
Automatically recognizing human activities from videos is a challenging and fundamental task in
the field of computer vision. Designing an efficient and robust recognition system is non-trivial.
Creating a model that performs well for both single-person activity recognition and group activity
recognition under the experimental environment is challenging, not to mention designing a gen-
eral model that is robust to variation of videos. Different from most of the current state-of-the-art
solutions which mostly are designed for recognizing single-person events, in Chapter 2, we pro-
pose a novel scheme, namely SBGAR, that can be used to recognize both single-person activities
and group activities. We initially suggest using semantic representation for the human activity
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recognition task by generating a semantic caption for every single frame of the input video, and
then recognize activities according to these captions. The benefits of our SBGAR is two-fold.
First, SBGAR is an efficient scheme as a result of not using time-consuming models, e.g., ob-
ject detection or tracking models. SBGAR runs roughly 4x faster than the state-of-the-art solution
[64]. Second, SBGAR is robust to the intermediate errors (wrong semantic captions) caused by
the variations of videos. Because our SBGAR generates an independent representation for each
frame, thus the model can correct an intermediate error by gathering continuous representations.
Experimental results on two well-known datasets show that SBGAR performs better (improves 3%
and 15% accuracy separately) than the state-of-the-art method. Both characteristics make SBGAR
outperforms the existing solutions.
In Chapter 3, we propose a faster and more scalable scheme based on self-examination of our
SBGAR. After carefully analyzing SBGAR, we notice some of its limitations. (1). We cannot
make sure that our SBGAR always generates a perfect caption for a video frame. It negatively
impacts the accuracy of our model to some extent. (2). The caption generation model was not
trained for the final recognition task. It leaves room for us to improve. (3). SBGAR requires
a large number of labeled semantic captions, which results in SBGAR not being scalable for all
application scenarios. To enhance SBGAR, we propose a new model, namely ReHAR, by replac-
ing the semantic representation with an intermediate probability distribution representation, so the
whole model is end-to-end trainable for the final activity recognition. The comparison between
ReHAR and SBGAR proves that the end-to-end trainable structure indeed helps ReHAR extract
more distinguishing features and achieves higher accuracy. ReHAR runs 30% faster than SBGAR.
In addition, the visualization results prove that ReHAR pays more attention to the moving part of
the input frames, which is consistent with our expectation.
Considering that a human activity recognition scheme can only perform well after an activ-
ity has finished, we propose a graph-based motion prediction scheme, called GRIP, in Chapter 4 to
break this limitation. GRIP predicts the motion intent of an observed object considering the motion
impact of its nearby objects. Such motion impact is represented using a graph of interactions of
close objects. Unlike most existing work [91, 130, 46, 19, 35], GRIP can predict multiple trajecto-
ries simultaneously, which results in GRIP running 5x faster than the state-of-the-art scheme [35].
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Because of using a graph to consider the impacts of nearby objects, GRIP improves the prediction
accuracy of the state-of-the-art solution by 30%.
Nowadays, more and more deep learning models have been deployed on resource-constrained
devices, e.g., smartphones or self-driving cars. The efficiency has become one of the most im-
portant factors of a deep learning model. To accelerate deep learning-based models, including the
models we proposed in this thesis, we propose a data-free deep learning model acceleration scheme,
namely DAC, in Chapter 5. Given a pre-trained deep learning model, DAC automatically divides
a standard convolutional layer into one depthwise layer and one pointwise layer. The weights of
both newly generated layers are calculated directly from the original layer. Thus, neither data nor
training process is needed by DAC. The experimental results on four computer vision application
scenarios show that DAC maintains high accuracies even when a vast amount of FLOPs is trimmed.
Specifically, compared to Channel Decomposition, even when 60% FLOPs are decomposed, DAC
maintains 41% higher accuracy for ImageNet classification task, 52% higher mAP for COCO2017
Pose Estimation challenge, and 20% higher accuracy in human activity recognition task. Similarly,
compared to Spatial Decomposition, DAC achieves 6%, 7%, and 9% higher accuracy in the task of
image classification, pose estimation, and human activity recognition.
Through this thesis, readers learned characteristics and challenges in the design of human ac-
tivity recognition and prediction. We also discussed some work in the field of deep learning-based
model acceleration. By reading this thesis, readers should gain some sense of critical factors while
designing an efficient algorithm that can be deployed on resource-constrained devices. Apart from
it, we hope some methodologies proposed in this thesis can inspire readers. In the next section, we
will discuss some future work.
6.2 Future work
For the task of human activity recognition, there is still room for improvement. For example, one
can use other layers, e.g., 3D convolutional [157] or 2+1D convolutional [158] layers, to replace 2D
convolutional layers in our model to extract more meaningful spatiotemporal features from videos.
As we discussed in Chapter 1, some research claims 3D or 2+1D convolutional networks perform
better than a 2D CNN model, thus using these specific networks as our base net may achieve higher
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accuracy. For seeking a faster speed, one can try to use a lighter network, e.g., MobileNet [62], as
a base net in our proposed solutions. Compared to other CNN models, MobileNet runs much faster
while maintaining accuracy. Thus, using MobileNet as our base net should speed up our model
without losing too much accuracy. Moreover, given sufficient GPU resources, one can explore
the performance of our proposed schemes, SBGAR and ReHAR, on larger datasets, e.g. UCF101
[147] and THUMOS[72].
Recently, instead of detecting persons in a video frame, researchers [4] propose to train a model
that can generate initial activity heat maps by using the bounding boxes of persons during the train-
ing phase. However, their scheme uses several refinement stages to create these heat maps, which
causes their solution to run much slower than our schemes (SBGAR and ReHAR). In [186], Zhao
et al. propose to convert a two-stream structure into a two-in-one architecture for human action
detection. Specifically, they combine spatial features (extracted from RGB frames) and temporal
features (extracted from optical flow images) at several intermediate layers of the model. Although
both SBGAR and ReHAR can extract features from individual persons (SBGAR predicts activities
for every person, and the visualized results of ReHAR prove this statement), other researchers can
also enhance them by using bounding boxes of persons while training the model. Adding bounding
boxes as grounding truths will force the model to pay more attention to some specific regions of
frames, instead of letting the model learn everything by itself. Thus, it is possible to use a lighter
model to achieve similar or even better results. In addition, other researchers can explore the capi-
bility of SBGAR and ReHAR in detecting actions (locating actors) from videos, considering that
the proposed schemes have already focused on actors.
Besides activity recognition, the two proposed human activity recognition schemes, SBGAR
and ReHAR, can also be used for activity detection, abnormal detection, video description, video
retrieval, and other related tasks, with tiny modification. It is because that our proposed SGBAR
(ReHAR) generates a semantic caption (an intermediate probability distribution representation) for
every single video frame, one can easily locate the starting and ending points of activities from an
untrimmed video by analyzing the generated captions.
In this thesis, GRIP is built using either fixed pre-designed graph (e.g., human body skeleton)
or a manually designed rule (e.g., the distance of traffic agents) to generate a graph to represent
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the connection of objects. However, this may become a limitation of GRIP in other application
scenarios because the pre-designed graphs or rules may not be suitable for all conditions. For
example, two hands are not connected according to human body skeleton; however, they are highly
related for activity recognition and motion prediction. Thus, one can explore a solution that allows
GRIP to learn the graph by itself and adapts based on its inputs. In our GRIP solution, we only
utilize the locations of objects, but other researchers explore multimodal approach where both
RGB and LIDAR data are used for the prediction task. Thus, one can also extend the proposed
model by adding visual data collected using RGB cameras, etc. to further improve the prediction
performance. In order to make sure any new trajectory prediction scheme can work in different
scenarios, such scheme should be evaluated using more datasets, e.g., the newly released Appollo
dataset [112], which captures data not only on a highway but also from urban areas.
In addition, if we combine SBGAR and GRIP, our model can be used for generating stories,
activity description prediction, and so on. Given a sequence of video frames, one can first use
SBGAR to generate captions for these frames. Then, we can use GRIP to generate captions in the
future by creating a concept graph over the past generated captions. For more interactive, we can
further use a generative model [178] to create frames based on these predicted frames.
As for model compression, it will be interesting to see how DAC performs when being applied
to deep learning models in other fields, e.g., voice recognition, language translation, etc. We also
want to explore the possibility of adapting DAC on other types of layers, e.g., 3D convolutional
layer, compared with other tensor decomposition formats [76, 89]. In addition, DAC is designed to
decompose a pre-trained layer into two layers with fewer parameters. Such an approach increases
the number of layers of a deep learning model. Considering the fact that in certain application
scenarios, e.g., models being run on mobile devices, where it is important to limit the total number
of layers a model has, we need to improve DAC so that it can reduce parameters without adding
additional layers. Another research direction is to combine low rank constraints with weight de-
composition. These constraints could be convex regularizations like nuclear norm and Frobenius
norm, or non-convex quasi-norms like Schatten p and TS1 [181, 180, 182]. In addition, some
recent work [151, 99] improves the robustness of a deep learning model by using quantization to
compress a deep learning model. Their basic intuition is that small perturbations or distortions can
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be denoised with low-bit representations. Interested researchers can explore how to integrate DAC
and quantization not only to compress deep learning models but also to increase their robustness.
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